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Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND 
Record No. 4472 
VIRGIKIA: 
I n tLe Supteme Court of A ppeals held a t the S upreme Court 
of Appeals Bu ilding 111 tlie City of Richmornl on Tuesday the 
14th day of June, 1955. 
THEODORE ,N. KEARN"S, Plaintiff in error , 
ctg£iinst 
GL.A..DYS C. HALL, Defendan t m enor. 
From the Circuit Conrt of F a irfax County. 
rpon the petition of Theodore "\V. K eurns a \\'rit of e l'l'O r 
m1d s 11pC'r s('d eas is awarded him to a jmlg-ment r end<'rN1 by 
the Circuit Court of Fnirfax County 011 the 7th d1-1~r of .Jmm-
ary, 19:-5\ in n eerfain notice of motion for judg·mC'n1 then 
therein dq,euding wherein Gladys C. Hall was plaint i If an<l 
the petitioner and a not he l' wer e defendants ; and it appNtring 
from the C'CrtifiC'ate of the clerk of the said court th a t a supf' r 
scdeas bond in the 1w1rn ltr of fifteen thonsnnd dollars, c•oll(li-
tionccl acconling- to law fot8 heretofore been given in nc-cor<l-
ance with th e provisions or sections 8-4G5 and 8-477 of tlt<' 
Code of Virginia, no a<l<litional bontl is required. 
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F'iled iu Circuit Court Clerk's Office Nov. 24, 1953. 
THOM:A8 P. CHAPi\[AN, JR. 
Clerk, Fairfax County, Va . 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT. 
P la in ti ff Gladys C. Hall moves the Circui t Court of the 
County of Faid ax, F airfax, Virginia, for judgn1ent against 
defendant's Hobert M. Kearns and Theodore ,v. Kearns in 
! he sum of $50,000.00 as damages by r eason of the following 
facts, to-wit : 
On, to-wit , the 29th llay of J une, 1953, at or about the h our 
of 10 :45 P . M. in tlw County of F a i rf.-1x, Virginia, p la in tiff 
Gladys C. Hall was oper ating a motor vehicle 011 the high-
way known as Route 236 between A nnandale a nd F'airfax, 
Virg-inia, at a modera te rate of speed and in a p rudent and 
lawl'nl manner . 
. \ t the time and p ine<' aforesaid dc>fenda nt Hobert 11[. 
KPnrus was operat ing his automobil<' hy nn<l through his 
sernmt, 1'hcodo re \V. Kearns, wit h t he knowledge ancl con-
spnt of Hobert M. Kearns, and the d<'fcmda11t r hcodorc ·w. 
KP,nns, then nn<l t here acting within the scope of h is employ-
nwut and in an<l about the business of det'<.111dant R obert M. 
K"urns, wns proceeding along Route 2:16 in the same, direction 
aH plniuti ff Gladys C. 1 Iall. It thereupon became the duty of 
the defend:mts to bring ancl keep the said automobile lleing 
d riven by them under enrcful a nd compfote c•ontrol and to 
drh·e m1<l to manage the same with due c·are at all times, lutv-
111g clue regard to the width, traffic and use of the suid high-
way and the protection of li fe and pro1wrty; to drive the said 
antomobilc1 at a moderate rate of speed ; and to kc>C'Jl a proper 
lookout fo r other vehicles and persons on said highway; hut 
11otwit1u~tamling thei r said duties tlwy wholly d isregardeu 
a ml negligently and wnntonly failed iu the same in all these 
respects and they carelessly, negligently and reek-
page 2 ~ lessly drove their said automobile into und against 
the rt>nr of the automobile then and tllerc bC'ing opcr-
·dNl hy plnintiff Gladys C. IIall; and as t he proximate result 
t lwreof without any fanlt or negligence on the part of Gladys 
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C. Hall, she was thrown forcibly and violently against the 
:.steering wheel and dashboard and to the floor of the automo-
bile and then and there being operated by her, and was caused 
to lose consciousness, and she thereby suffered severe brnises, 
contusions, lace rations and sprains, injuries to her nerves, 
.and internal injuries, and was otherwjse injured on her body, 
back, limbs, and head, a.nd her said injuries will be perma-
nent. 
As fu rther results of the injuries caused by the negligence 
of defendants as aforesaid, plain t iff Gladys 0. Hall has in-
curred large expenses for medical treatment, hospitalization, 
nursing and rnedicu1es, .and bas suffered loss of earnings, 
Hll in the amount of $2,500.00, a1Hl will in the futu re and per-
manen tly incur large additional expenses for medical treat-
ment, hospi talizati011, nursing and medicines, and loss of 
salary, and has suffered, still docs suffer and will continue 
to suffer in the future, all to the detriment of the plaintiff in 
t l1e sum of $50,000.00. 
vVIIEREl!.,ORE, pla in t iff Gladys C. B;all claims damages 
111 the sum of $50,000.00, besides eosts. 
• 
F iled Dec. 7, 1953. 
GLADYS 0. HALL 
By Counsel : 
JOHN , V. JACKSON, 
I nYes tmcnt Building, 
Arlington, Virginia. 
IRVING G. :McCANN, 
B y J. "\-V. J . 
1025 Co1111 ccticut Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 
Counsel for P laintiff . 
• • • 
T H01f AS P. r H AP:MAN, .JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court 
of F nir fax C01mty, Va. 
GROUNDSOFDEFENREOFDEFENDAN~TITEODORE 
W. KEARNS. 
Now comes the dcfcncfant, Theo<1orc ,V. K earns, and for 
grounds of defense to the am c11C1pd motion for judgment filed 
herein against him, says : 
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First Defense. 
The allegations are not in nmuberecl paragraphs as required 
by the Rules so a seriati,n admission and <leuial cannot bo 
made. However, this defendant admits the occurreucc of the 
collision at approximately the time alleged and that he was, 
operating an automobile O\rnecl by the defendant, Robert M. 
Kearns, but he denies the rcmai11der of the al1egations. 
Second Defense. 
He denies that he was guilty of auy negligence which proxi-
mately caused the collision. 
1.'hinl Defense. 
The collision was caused solely by the negligence of the 
plain tiff. 
Fourth Defense. 
The pla iutiff was guilty of contributory rregligence1 which 
this defendant intends to rely upon as a bar to the plaint iff' 
recovery. 
Fifth Def ense. 
The plaintiff was not injured and damage to the extent 
alleged. 
• • 
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This caus<' came on to be heard this 22nd <lay of ApriT1 
1954, upon the motion of the defendant ore teni1 s, Robert M. 
K earns, for the appointme11t of a Guardim1 ad Lite,n for his 
son, Theodore "\Y. Kearns, to which motion there was no ob-
jection by the Attorneys for the P1aintiff. 
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UPON CONSIDE R.A'I1ION vVHEREOF, it is ADJUDGED, 
ORDERED, an<l DECRE ED tha t Roy A. Swayze, a compe-
ten t all <l disc reet Attorney at La.w, p racticing in Fairfax 
County, Yirginia , be, and he hereby is app oin ted to act as 
Guardian acl L itein for the infant defendant, TLeodore Yfv. 
Kearns. 
ARTH UR , V. SI ICL.tU R, Judge . 
• • • • • 
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GROUNDS OFDEF E KSEOFDEFENDANT, TllEODORE 
"W. KEARNS, BY H I S GU ARDI AN AD L11'Eil1. 
Now comes Roy A. S wayze, Guard ian ad Litem for the 
infant defendant, Theodore \V. K earns, and fo r g rounds of 
defense to the amended motion for judgment filed herein 
against him, says : 
First Defense. 
The allegations a rc not in numbered paragraphs as re-
quired by the Rules so a seriatim admission and denial can-
not be made. However, this defendant, by his Gua rdian arl 
L-ilem, admits tbe occurrence of the collision at app roximately 
tLe time alleged an<l tliat the said Theodore W. K earns was 
operating an automobile owned by the defendant , Robert M. 
Kearns, bu t he denies the r emainder of the allegations. 
S econd Defense. 
H e d0nies lbat the infant defendant was guilty of any negli-
gence wh icL proximately caused the collision. 
1'hird Defense. 
'l'he colli sion was caused solely by the negligence of th0 
plai11t iff. 
F01trth Defense. 
The pla inti ff was gu ilty of cont ributory negl igence, wh icl1 
this guardian ad litem intends to rely upon as a ba r to the 
plaintiff's r ecovery. 
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page 20 r Fifth Defense. 
The plaintiff was not injured and damaged to the extent 
a lleged. 
• 
ROY A. S"\VAYZE, Guardian acl Litetn 
for Theodore vV. Kearns, an infant, 
defendant . 
• • • • 
Filed by leave of court this 22nd day of April, 1952. · 
ARTHUR vV. SINCJ-1.AIR, .Judge. 
1>age 21 r 
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ORDER. 
This cause came on tl.te 22nd day of April, 1954, to he 11eard 
11pon the motion for judgment, the sworn ans\\·er of the de-
fendant, Robert M. Kearns, the answer of the defendant Tlieo-
dore ,\T. K earns, an infant, upon the answer of R oy A. 
Swayze, duly appointed guardian ad litcm, for sa id infan t 
tlefendant; upon the appearance of the plaintiff, Gladys C. 
Hall, in per son and by her attorneys, John ,V. Jackson and 
Irving G. McCmm, the appearance of tbe defendants, Rober t 
j\ f. Kea m s and rrheodore W . K earns, and their a ttomeys, 
.Ta mes H. Simmonds and Roy A. Swayze, and Roy A. Swayze 
as gua rdian acl liteni for the infant defendant Theodore ·w. 
Kearns. 
\Vhereupon, came n panel of thirteen ,rhich was sworn 011 
j ts voir dfre and found free from exceptions, from which 
v anel each side struck three. 
Tl10reupon, came a jury of seven composed of the f ollowing 
named. pe rsons, to-wit: Ellwood A. Lea ry, ,Yilliam F . E ccles, 
A. " ' · K eniston, Wilbur A. Gersclorf, J . E. W oolhiser, .John 
Ti. Dade, Na than S. Glassman, which was swor n as the law 
directs, as a jury for the trial of this case. 
vVhereupon , 011 motion of counsel for the defendants, all 
witnesses for l)oth s ides were duly s,vom. as the law directs 
and excluded from the court room. 
Thereupon, opening statements were made by counsel for 
the plaintiff and c-ounsel for the defendants. 
1iV:hcrenpon, the plaintiff, by counsel, proceeclcd to int ro-
dtwc her evidence at the conclusion of which the defendant, 
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Rober t M. Keams, by counsel, moved to strike the plainiiff 's 
evidence as to tho defendant, Robert :M. Kearns, which motion 
was uot opposed by counsel for the plaintiff, and 
lJage 22 }- the Court thereupon granted said motion. 
"\V]1e reupou, counsel for the defcnclan t, Theodore 
vV. Kearns mo,·ed to strike the plaintiff's evidence as the 
the defendant, Theodore W. Keams, which motion was denied 
and to which ruling of the Cour t counsel for the said defond-
~nt excepted. 
Thereupon, the defendant, Theodore ,V. K earns, by counsel, 
proceeded to in t roduce bis evidence until 7 :00 o 'clock p. m., 
at which time tlJC Court adjourned and tbe jury wa~ excused 
to April 23, 1954, at 10 :00 o'clock am. 
, Vliereupon, pursuant to adjournment on the 23rd day of 
April, 1954, came the plaintiff and the defendants and their 
r espective counsel and the guardian ad l-itcm for the defend-
ant Theodore W. K earns. 
Thereupon, the matter of instruction::; was a rgued by counsel 
out of the bearing of the jury. 
"\Vlrnreupon, tl1e jury was polled and placed in the jury box. 
Thereupon, the jury was instructed by the Court and after 
hearing closing arguments of couusel for the plaintiff and 
<·ounsel for the defendants, the jury retired to its room to 
(!Onsider its verdict, and after a time returned to the Court 
and presented the following verdict, to-wit: ""\i\T e, the jury, 
find for the Defendants." 
W11ereupon, the jury was discharged. 
Thereupon, on the 12th day of May, 1954, came the plaintiff 
by counsel and :filed h er Wl'itten motion for a new trial upon 
t he gr ounds set forth therein, ·which motion was taken under 
a clvisemellt by the Court. 
And this cause is continued. 
Entered May 13, 1954. 
• • 
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Filed May 12, 1954. 
ARTIIUR W. SINCLAIR, Judge . 
• • 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, .TR., 
Clerk of the Circuit Court 
of Fairfax County, Va. 
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1\IOTIO~ TO VACATJ£ AND SET ASIDE THE VERDICT 
OF TL-11£ JURY AXD PORA K.E\V THJ.A.L. 
Como::; now the plainti fT by her attorneys of reconl and 
l'espoc· tfully mo,·es tho Court to vacate and set aside the ,·er -
dict of tlio jmy in the aboYe-entitled case Ull(l to grnnl plain-
tiff a new trial on t.he follo,,·ing grounds : 
A. The venlict was contrary to the evidence. 
B. 'l'he Yerclict was e;ontrary to law. 
C. The verdict was contra ry to th e law all(} the evitlcucc. 
A . Th e Verdict Was Contrary to ilie Evilleuce. 
The e...- idence established the follo,,·ing facts : 
Beh,·een 10 :45 and 10 :55 p. m. on 010 night of .June 29, 
1953, p laintiff drove her automobile, with jts heac.Uigbts on, 
np th e priYaic roadwa .,· from the C rest Chi11 chilla ]farm bu ilcl-
i11g::; lo the i11ter~ectioll of said pri,·ate rond witl1 Route 236 
wlJCre she brought her car to a full s top with tbe front 
bumper abou t ~ feet from the p:i...-ed s urfac-c of Route 236. 
This i11tcrsertion was on the crest of a Lill in plain yie,, of 
all trnffic approacb i11g- from the ,vest for approximately .4 
of a mile. There was a white fence in frout of the Crest 
Chincl1illa Farm set back 15 feet from the pa ,·ed surface> 
of Route 236, so t hat 13 fee t of an auto111obile s tandi11p; at 
tlte poi11t where p laintiff\; car came to a s top wc1, ancl is 
visible in the daytime to t ramc a pproathinp; this i11icrsect ion 
from either direction, and at night the fo?;ht th1·0,,·11 from 
the headlights of a car s tanding at sa id i11tcrsecti011, \\·here> 
pla intiff's ca r was stmHling on tl1e 11ight of ,June :29, 1953, 
necessarily passes over mid sh ines upon said R ou te 236. 
Plaintiff on stopping he r automobile at this in-
page 25 ~ tersection firs t looked to her left, or cast, nncl saw 
no traffic approaching; the11 sl1 e looked io the right, 
or west, a11d sa,,· the headlights of only one cn r coming clown 
Phalzgrnph HilJ at i:; ucli a di s tance tl ia t she consider ed if 
per fectl>' safe to enter Route 2:36 and to proceed easterly on 
hor way l1on1c. She had n complete v iew of the top of said 
h ill and they were th e only headlight s between l1e1· and tl1e 
tor of the hill. 
She thereupon entered Route 236 from the 11ortlt i::ide of the 
road , crossed the double white lines which marked its cent er, 
s traightened out he r car, a ncl had proceeded 7Fi feet cast from 
the inte rsect ion of the p rivate road and Ro11 t0 236 when with-
out warning or any knowledge on her part of her peril or 
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of an impending accident her car was struck violently in the 
rear, while in motion and when it was well over on the right-
hand side of the road, by a car driven by defendant Theodore 
\Y. Kearns. 
The force of the blow was such as to throw plaintiff back-
ward and forward in a whiplash motion which caused serious 
bruises, sprains, strains, and injuries t.o her entire body and 
~nd especially to the soft tissues of her cervical, dorsal, and 
lumbar spine, limiting· her movements of neck, spine, and arms, 
necessitating two periods of hospitalization, causing her great 
bodily pain and financial expense, and resulting in an overall 
permanent disability of 10% and a functional disability of 
50% to 60% in the performance of her duties as an artist-il-
lustrator employed by the Government. 
It was further established by four witnesses that defendant 
admitted to officer Donald S. Hurst that he was operating 
his automobile at the time of the accident at about 60 miles 
per hour although the speed limit on Route 236 was 55 miles 
per hour; and officer Hurst further testified from measure-
ments made by him ihat defendant's car skidded 95 feet into 
and against plaintiff's car, which was well over and conipletely 
ou the right side of the road, and thereafter defendant's car 
skidded 36 feet after said collision. 
page 26 ~ The evidence established that at the time of this 
accident plaintiff was 51 years of age and had over 
30 years of driving experience, with an excellent driving effici-
ency record, and that defendant Kearns was 18 years of age 
and received his driver's license about 2 months before the 
accident. 
Defendant testified that he saw plaintiff's car while he was 
coming up the hill toward the intersection and that at that time 
plaintiff's car was half over the double white lines of Route 
236 and he was 65 to 75 feet away from her. At 60 miles per 
hour this would mean that he was less than a second away 
from her. The commonly accepted rule of thumb, as stated 
to the Court by Mr. Simmonds, defendant's counsel, is that 
an automobile moves one and one-half times as many feet per 
second as the car is traveling miles per hour. By this test de-
fendant was going 90 feet per second by his own admission. 
Two 16-year-old boys who were defendant's passengers and 
witnesses admited that they had testified on ,July 10, 1954, be_; 
fore the trial justice of Fairfax County that plaintiff's car was 
50 feet in front of them when they first saw it, but changed 
their testimony to 65 to 75 feet at the time of the trial. 
Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 8 received at the trial shows the 
established reaction time of drivers at various speeds, and 
that at 60 miles per hour a car travels 66 feet b~fore a drive~· 
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can set his brakes .. This authoritative table published by the 
American Automobile Association shows the impossibility of 
the testimony given by defendant and his two passengers. 
Since the established point of impact was 75 feet east of 
the intersection and defendant's testimony shows that when 
he first saw plaintiff's car it was only half way across the 
white lines and therefore plaintiff had to finish said crossing, 
straighten out her car and proceed 75 feet east of the inter-
section before he struck her, the representation by defendant 
and his witnesses that they saw lier car only 65 to 75 feet 
in front of them when she had driven only 15 to 25 feet from 
a dead stop, demonstrates the incredibility of their testimony. 
The Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia in 
page 27 ~ Stuart v. Carter, 186 Va. 227, 234 has shown that 
it approves the principle stated in Huddy, vol. 17-
19, p. 94, 
'' An appellate court must :recognize that certain facts are 
controlled by immutable physical laws; and it cannot permit 
a jury verdict to change such facts, because to do so would, 
in effect, destroy the intelligence of the court." 
Defendant admitted at the trial that the last time he looked 
at his speedometer he was going 50 miles per hour as he 
went over the crest of Phalzgraph Hill .4 of a mile away from 
the seene of the accident and that he kept his foot on the gas 
all the way down Phalzgraph Hill and may have pressed 
down on his gas when he started up the incline toward the 
top of the shorter hill where the road from Crest Chinchilla 
Farm joined Route 236. He testified there was a blind spot 
between Phalzgraph Hill and the' Crest Chinchilla Farm in-
tersection which prevented him from seeing a car stopped at 
this intersection with its f.ro.nt bumper 2 feet from the paved 
surface of Route 236. This was contradicted by plaintiff's 
witnesses, including the inyestigating officer, and is clearly 
shown to be false by plaintiff's photographic exhibits. 
It is obvious from the testimony that defendant's excessive 
speed and failure to keep a proper lookout, which plaintiff 
had no reason to anticipate, ate up the safe margin which she 
would have had provided defendant had been operating his 
car at a reasonable and lawful rate of speed and under proper 
~Qntrol as ·he approached the intersection with which he testi-
f.:\e,d he.' _was familiar; and secondly, when defendant did see 
li:er ear he relied on his brakes and failed to keep a proper 
lookout on coming over. the crest of, the . hill and to exercise 
ordinary care by going to plaintiff's left and around her when 
'he saw, or by the exercise of reasonable care should have 
\ 
\ 
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-seen, that she was in peril from· the negligent operation of 
his automobile and that there were no cars coming from 
Annandale with which he would have collided had he gone 
;around her. 
All of ,vhich testimony not only establi~hed beyond reason-
.able doubt that defendant's ol'iginal negligence in operating 
his automobile at an excessive and unlawful speed, without 
a proper lookout and without having his car under 
page 28 } proper control, was the proximate cause of the 
accident and collision aforesaid, but also clearly 
iestablished that if plaintiff was guilty of some negligence in 
unwittingly and unknowingly placing herself in peril, defend-
~nt Theodore ,v. Kearns by the exercise· of reasonable care 
thereafter, should have seen her automobile and by the exer-
cise of reasonable care should have avoided the collision. 
In Safety Transit v. Cumiuigha1n, 161 Va. 356, 363-4, the 
Court said: 
"The defense of sudden emergency is not available unless 
the· party who invokes it is himself free ·from fault in creating 
the emergency.'' 
Cited with approval in Stallard v. Atlantic Greyhownd Lines, 
169 Va. 223, 228-9. 
In State of Maryland v. Coard, 175 Va. 571, 583, the Court 
said; 
I 
., '·A failure to follow the statute Mntributed to the accident, 
, ,. • • Either Miss Hiclanail saw or should have seen the Joynes 
car • " * Plainly 'if· she saw· or should have seen the J o'ynes 
car in time to have avoided it the accident liability attaches." 
In Harris Motor Lines v. Green, 184 Va. 984, 992, the Court 
said: 
''We have held against the majority of other jurisdictions, 
that even though the negligence of the plaintiff continues to 
the moment of injury this would not relieve the defendant 
of liability if he knew or ought to have known the peril in 
which the plaintiff had negligently placed himself and had 
a clear chance, notwithstanding such negligence, to save him 
from injury.'' 
B. The Verdict was Co'ntrary to Law. 
The jury's verdict on beha1f of defendant resulted from. 
the errors of the Court and its instructions. 
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1. The Court erred in denying plaintiff's right of cross-
examination by unreasonably limiting the cross-examination 
of defendant Theodore ,v. Kearns on matters which involved 
his credibility, and further denied plaintiff the right to prove 
to the jury that said defendant had made statements prev-
iously, under oath, which were again.st his interest and were-
inconsistent with his direct testimony at said trial. 
(a) The Court erred in sustaining· an objection by def end-
ant's counsel to the following question on cross-examination: 
'' Q. Did. you have your car under control?'., 
page 29 ~ This was a question of fact within the peculiar 
knowledge of defendant, and could and should have 
been answered by defendant either yes or no. The error of the 
Court was in sustaining defendant's objection that the ques-
tion called for a conclusion and thereby invaded the province 
of the jury, when as a matter of fact said question was fol" 
the purpose of securing from the witness eitller Hie verifica-
tion of a previous implied admission against interest that his 
car was out of control or to lay the foundation for impeach-
ing the credibility of tlie witness if he changed his testimony .. 
Said previous implied admission was made on July 10,. 
1953, before the trial justice of Fairfax County. Defendant 
answered under oath tlrn following question asked him by llis 
then counsel, Roy A. Swazey, Esquire, who was his guardian 
ad l-item and associate counsel in the trial of this case: 
"Q. Did you liave your car under control? 
'' A. Well, if I had an accident, I do not believe I can very 
well answer that.'' 
In the deposition of the defendant, Theodore "'\V. Kearns., 
taken on March 3, 1953, before Frances G. Webb, a notary 
public of Arlington, Virginia, which deposition was filed in 
this case, the said defendant was asked and answered as 
follows~ 
· "Q. Did you have your car under control at the time of 
the accident. 
'' A. From the way things turned out, I would not say it 
was under control. 
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"Mr. Simmonds: I am going to move that the answer to 
that question be stricken on the ground that it is not asking 
for a specific. fact, but a conclusion." 
( Dep. p. 44.) 
·when the Court's attention was called by Mr. Simmonds 
to this objection, the Court again erred in sustaining such 
objection and in refusing to permit plaintiff's counsel to 
ask defendant whether or not he had so testified in his deposi- 1 
tion. The importance of this question is further revealed by 
the fact that on page 63 of the deposition after defendant 
had testified, '' There is a blind spot coming from Fairfax,'' 
he was asked: 
pag·e 30 }- ''Q. Under all of the circumstances, did you have 
your car under proper control. 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
"J\fr. Simmonds: I object to the question." 
Since the statutory law of Virginia, section 46-209, specifi-
cally states, '' A person shall be guilty of reckless driving 
who shall: (1) Drive a vehicle when not under proper con-
trol • • * '' it is elementary that the adverse party should be 
allowed to interrogate his adversary in general and specific 
terms with respect to his control of an automobile at the time 
of an accident. · 
(b) The Court erred in refusing to permit counsel for plain-
tiff to ask defendant Theodore W. Kearns whether or not he 
had previously testified in his deposition as follows: 
''Q. What caused the accident? 
'' A. Negligence on both parties. 
"Q. Wliat was her negligence? 
'' Mr. Simmonds: I ask that answer be excluded on the 
ground it calls for a concl~sion. 
'' A. Not yielding right of way to traffic . 
• • • • 
"Q. ·what was your negligence? 
'' Mr. Simmonds: I object on the same grounds. 
'' A. Not having wings.'' 
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The errors of the Court' in refusing to permit plaintiff to 
ask defendant whether or not he had been asked and had 
answered the questions a.fore said were two-fold. The question, 
"What caused the accident?" was a question of fact concern-
ing which the defendant had previously testified that there 
was a blind spot on the road and a fence paralleling the road 
which prevented him from seeing plaintiff's car as it stood 
at the intersection of the private road from Crest Chinchilla 
~,arm and Route 236, and, secondly, the Court therebydenied 
plaintiff the . right to use an admission· of defendant's own 
negligence from the deposition, which clearly contradicted and 
impeached the testimony defendant had given to the jury on 
his direct examination. 
page 31 ~ To all of which said rulings by the Court in 1. 
(a) and (b} above plaintiff excepted and her ex-
ceptions were allowed. 
The Court's errors in sustaining defendant's objections to 
JJlaintiff 's questions aforesaid lay in his applying to plaintiff's 
cross-examination the narrow, restrictive rules applicable to 
direct examination and his failure to allow plaintiff the broad 
latitude universally recognized as permissible in cross-exami-
nation to enable one to dig out of a reluctant witness or ad ... 
verse party admissions against interest of previous state-
ments of fact or opinion. Keats v. Shelton, 191 Va. 758, 764-5; 
Franklin db P. Ry. Co. v. Shoemaker's Committee, 156 Va. 
619, 633, 159 S. E. 100, and Va. Coal ~ Iron Co. v. 'Isom, 114 
Va. 144, 152, 75 S. E. 782. Citing the last two cases, 70 C. J~ 
1068 says: 
'' In the case of an adverse or hostile witne~s, state:qients 
made by him contradictory to his testimony have been held 
admissible whether they are statements of fact or expressions 
of. opinion.'' 
Many other questions could and would have been asked 
of defendant on cross-examination which were not asked be-
cause of the Court's adverse ruling on the fore going ques-
tions. For example: , (1) When you were. asked in your de-
position if you saw any car contlng from Annandale as you 
topped the rise of- the Crest .Chinchilla Farm hill prior to 
the collision, did you not answer, ''No, sir, the only thing I 
saw was Mrs. l.Iall 's car." (2) Did you not testify in your. 
deposition that you "did not know" whether or not, if you 
had had your car under control, you had ample roo~ to go 
around Mrs. Hall's car on the left-hand side when you topped 
the hillT (3) When you were asked in your deposition whether 
there was anything to keep you from going around Mrs. Ha11 's 
car, did you not answer," There is a double white line there "f 
\ 
\ 
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~ 2. The Court erred in overemphasizing the possibility of 
c.ontributory negligence by plaintiff in giving· defendant 716 
1·equested instructions numbered B, C, ;md D over the ob-
.,jection of plaintiff and in modifying plaintiff's proposed in-
structions 5 and 10 over plaintiff's objections to include the 
element of possible contributory negligence by plaintiff, and, 
secondly, the Court erred in refusing plaintiff's proposed in-
structions numbered 14 and 15• covering the doctrine of the 
last clear chanec and in erroneously refusing plain-
_page 32} tiff's proposed instruction number 11 or 12 and to 
consider plaintiff's proposed instruction as follows: 
"RIGHT OF WAY 
. It will be borne in mind that no question of right of way 
arises until there is an actual conflict in the desires of two 
or more persons to enter into the immediate use of a place on 
the highway, which only one can use at the time. In other 
words, the law gives no one a right to eject another from a 
place on the highway, nor to collide with him, nor to injure 
him, simply because the latter occupies a space which the 
former wants to use.,, 
By denying plaintiff's proposed instructions 14 and 15 the 
Court ignored a principle of law settled by. the Supreme Court 
of Appeals of Virginia as early as 1910 in Southern R. Co. 
v .. Bailey, 110 ,Va. 833, 845 67 S .. E. 365: 
'' From that principle arises the well-established exception 
to the general rule that jf, after the defendant knew, or in 
the exercise of ordinary care, ought to have known, of the 
negligence of the plaintiff, it could have avoided the accident, 
but failed to do so, the plaintiff can recover.,' 
Citing the above case, the Supreme Court of Virgini~ said 
in Bassett <t Co. v. Wood, 146 :Va. 654,662,132 S. E. 700: 
•rn Voight v. Reber, 187 Va.157, 165, 41 S. E. (2d) 15, which 
was a rear accident case in which defendant pleaded contri-
butory negligence by reason of plaintiff's failure to s~t out 
flares as, required by law, the Supreme Court of Appeals ap-
proved instruction No. 2 which was identical with instruction 
15 offered by plaintiff herein, and the omission of the clause 
"position of peril" from instructions 2 and 15 was included 
in instruction 14, which was also erroneously denied by the 
Court. 
,:'L, 
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'' If, while one is negligent-perhaps the expression should 
be, in a state of negligence-another negligently employs au 
independent force, which, availing itself of the occasion 
afforded by the former 's negligence, works a harm not its 
natural aud probable consequences, but an independent harm, 
the first negligence is not contributory to the second.'' 
The trial Court further erred in refusing to give plaintiff's 
offered instructions 14 and 15 on the ground that they were 
. .-. contrary to her direct testimony. 
As was said in Bassett db Co. v. Wood, supra, p. 663, 
'' (6, 7) ·It is not necessary for the plaintiff in bis declara-
tion for damages for negligence to allege that his right of re-
covery is based upon the doctrine of the last clear chance, any 
more than it is necessary to negative contributory negligence, 
tbe plaintiff, if his evidence justifies, may reply by invoking 
the doctrine of the last dear chance, or that admitting the 
plaintiff was negligent his neg-ligence was not the proximate 
cause of the injury.'' 
The evidence in the instant case of plaintiff's witness,. 
officer Donald S. Hurst, that defendant, traveling 60 miles 
per hour, skidded 95 feet before hitting plaintiff's car in the 
rear at a point on the highway well to the right of the center 
of tlie road, after plaintiff had crossed the highway and was 
proceeding in the right-hand lane toward her destination, an<l. 
that defendant's car then skidded 36 feet after crusl1ing in 
the rear end of plaintiff's car; and defendant's ad-
page 33 ~ mission that he saw plaintiff's car when it was 
half-way across the road at a distance of from 65 
to 75 feet in front of him, is more than adequate to meet the 
requirements of the last clear chance doctrine as applied by 
the Supreme Court of Virginia in Marylancl v. Coard, suvra. 
From a careful examination of numerous decisions by the 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, plaintiff's counsel 
can and does categorically state that they have been unable 
to find any case in which the facts were comparable to the 
instant case in which the Supreme Court has 11ot held that 
instructions on the last clear clmnce were pertinent and prop-
erly given. 
To all of which said errors with respect to said instructions 
plaintiff excepted and her exceptions were allowed. Plain-
tiff ordered a transcript of pertinent portions of the record 
which the reporter has not as yet furnished and exceptions 
to the Court's rulings in section B hereof have been made 
from memory. 
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1. The Court erred in sending the jury to view the scene 
of the accident in the custody of court officials when he over-
ruled plaintiff's motion or request to permit plaintiff to place 
a car in the same position that she bad stopped her car on 
June 29, 1953, at the intersection of the private road from 
the Crest Chinchilla Farm, with Route 236. To which ruling 
plaintiff excepted and exception was allowed. 
The placing of a car by plaintiff at such intersection was 
necessary to stimulate as far as possible in the daytime a 
major material issue raised at the trial, namely, was her car 
or its lig·bts seen by defendant or should they have been seen 
by defendant in the exercise of ordinary care as he came down 
Phalzgraph Hill and up the smaller hill to the crest where 
this intersection was. 
Plaintiff and officer Donald S. Hurst testified there was no 
blind spot between the top of Phalzgraph Hill (four tenths 
of a mile away and whence defendant was coming) and the 
exact spot at the intersection where plaintiff stated she 
stopped her car, and where any ordinarily prudent 
page 34 ~ person would stop his car, to-wit, outside of the 
gateway and with an unobstructed view in both 
directions. Defendant testified there was a blind spot, which 
prevented him from seeing plaintiff's car until he was 65 to 
75 feet from it. 
In not permitting plaintiff to place her car where she testi-
fied she had stopped it before entering Route 236 the Court 
committed a serious error so prejudicial to plaintiff's rights 
that it may well have resulted in the jury's verdict for de-
fendant. Before the jury inspected the scene of the accident 
plaintiff had a right to place a car in the position her car oc-
cupied on the night of the accident with the front bumper 
about two feet from the paved surface of Route 236. The 
position of her car at that time was of critical importance to 
her case. This very issue was argued by defendant's counsel 
in assuming the ''angle'' she was using on entering the high-
way and its effect on the visibility of her lights. Furthermore, 
when the jury put or had put ( as will hereinafter appear) a 
car at this intersection it may well have been put in a position 
to prejudice plaintiff's cause of action, for the intersection 
is such that a car could be placed at many angles to Route 
236. The Court's refusal of plaintiff's motion was the ref ore 
manifestly prejudicial. 
2. It further appears that the Court's officers who were 
directed to accompany the jury to view the scene of the acci-
j. 
ri:!. 
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<lent exceeded their authority by taking the jury into and on 
the premises of the Crest Chinchilla Farm and along the 
private roadway of the farm to Route 236. 
This error by the Court's officials permitted the jury to 
view the roadway from the Crest Chinchilla Farm buildings 
to the intersection and enabled the jury to consider whether 
there was a 'blind spot before reaching the intersection as 
testified by defendant's engineer expert whose testimony was 
so badly discredited on cross-examination, and whose con-
clusions were excluded on objection by plaintiff. The Court 
will recall that when this witness was asked whether he found 
any blind spot along Route 236, used by defendant from the 
top of Phalzgraph Hill to the scene of the accident, which 
would have prevented defendant from seeing a car placed as 
plaintiff's car was stopped with her front bumper two feet 
from the paved section of Route 236 he replied in substance, 
'' I wasn't told to look for one there.'' 
Certainly it was proper for the jury· to view the 
page 35 ~ scene of the accident and to make any observations 
at the scene of the accident and at the intersection 
of the private road and Route 236 which they saw fit, but it 
was not ,vithin the scope of their authority to enter upon the 
premises of the Candidos to consider the fiction of a blind 
spot which kept the defendant from seeing· plaintiff's car 
when it was stopped outside of said premises at the intersec-
tion of the private road and Route 236, with its front bumper 
two feet from the paved surface of said Route 236. 
\:\7ithout casting or intending to cast any reflection upon the 
officers of this coitrt or ·the jury which sat in this case, it ap-
pears that a grave injustice was inadvertently done to plain-
tiff by the unai1,thorized viewing, tests, and experiments, in-
cluding time studies, of the jury. These became vital ele-
ments of- evidence considered by the jury. The official record 
doe·s not include any of this material or information. This 
activity by the jury caused them to become witnesses, ex-
ceeding and departing · from their · tole as jurors. Further-
more, the evidence so secured by the jury was acquired under 
circumstances and conditions which were so different from 
those existing on the night of the accident as to·have warranted 
the Court, if present, in sustaining· an objection by plaintiff 
to many of the things which the jury did. None of these 
facts wc:e known .by plaintiff. or her counsel until long after 
the verdict of the Jury on April 23. They were not discovered 
until May 7, 1954, and are set·forth in detail in an affidavit by 
Irving G. McCann which is attached hereto and by reference 
made a part of this motion. . 
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·· vVe respectfully suggest to the Court that the only fair 
and comprehensive viewing by a jury of the scene of the 
accident of June 29, 1953, if such viewing should be au-
thorized to go beyond the examination of the hig;h.way and 
intersection where said accident occurred, would be to have 
the jury view a.t ni_qht a Chrysler 1951 Windsor car, ~uch_ as 
plaintiff was driving·, proceeding from the Crest Chinchilla 
~.,arm barn and putting on its brakes before reaching the 
intersection with Route 236 to test the verity of the testimony 
by the Candidos· with respect to the glow and reflection of ~he 
tail lights when plaintiff put on her brakes before stopping 
at said intersection; then have the jury proceed to 
})age 36 } the intersection to view the location of the car 
placed by plaintiff at the point where she stopped 
at said intersection, and from said point view the _visibility of 
approaching traffic and of plaintiff's lights to such traffic; 
and haye an automobile, with a traffic officer driverJ drive 
t.he mP.mbers of the jury in a manner duplicating· defendant's 
sworn testimony over the crest of Phalzgraph Hill at 50 miles 
an.hour, keeping his foot on the gas all.the way down Phalz-
graph Hill in, the same position on the accelerator as at the 
crest until he started up the smaller hill leading to the inter-
section, at which time the officer should press down his foot 
on the gas, or accelerator, to ascertain with reasonable accu-
racy the speed of defendant Kearns at the time he allegedly 
saw plaintiff's car at from 65 to 75 feet in front of him and 
.lialfway across the- double white line. This would give the 
jury riding in said car an opportunity to ascertain if there was 
a blind ·-spot between the crest of Phalzgraph Hill and the 
exact spot where plaintiff's car was situated at the intersec-
tion on the night of June 29, 1953. 
Plaintiff is convinced that at some time during the inspec-
tion of the scene of the accident by the jury_on April 23, 1954, 
the jury formed and thereafter by their verdict, under the 
instructions of the Court, expressed a completely false opinion 
or judgment of the proximate cause of this accident, first, 
because of their unauthorized viewing of the Candid«;> f~rm, 
second, because the . tests which the jury conducted were 
· evidential in character and were made under circumstances 
and conditions entirely different from those existing at the 
time of the accident, rendering it impossible for them to form 
a sound judgment and resulting in all of them becoming wit-
nesses to facts not in the record, and third, because of the 
erro! of the _Court _when it failed and refused to give the jury 
any mstruchons with respect to the last clear chance doctrine 
and gave them too much instruction on contributory negli-
gence. 
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In support of her exception to the unauthorized view of the 
scene of the accident by the jury, which was not discovered by 
plaintiff or her counsel until May 7, 1954, plaintiff submits 
the following statements from ·wigmore on Evidence, 3rd Edp 
Vol IV, Sec. 1166, wherein it is said: 
page 37 ~ "Una1ithorizerl Yiew. That a view unauthorized 
by order of Court is improper, and that the infor-
mation so obtahied should be rejected, may easily be con-
ceded. 
"But it is important to distinguish the reasons for the 
impropriety. Assume that the whole number of tl1e jury 
have attended, so as to obviate possible objection on that 
score; assume further that no witness or other person con-
verses with the jury or attends them while viewing-, so as to 
eliminate objections 011 the Hearsay rule; yet it would still 
be an foiprover proceeding. A 1Piew 'l'l,Ot had imder the sziper-
· vision of the Court is i11iproper becmise of the danger that 
the jury would view the wrong objects, and beca'U.se of the 
diffic-ulty for the pa,rty of ascertaining whether they had 
1;iewed the right objects. (Italics added.) Under the in-
structions of the Court, and with the official assistance of the 
Court's order, these objections disappear; otherwise they are . 
serious and sufficient.'' ( Citing Aldrich v. W etniore, 52 Minn. 
164, 172, 53 N. Vv. 1072.) 
· In the instant case there wei·e no judicially appointed 
showers at the view of the accident. Wigmore, supra, VoL 
VI, Sec. 1802, states: 
"(2) The theory of showers is that they are agents of each 
.party, familiar with the issues of the case, and appointed 
by the Co0urt ( or by consenf of p~rties) to identify provision-
ally beforehand the places to wluch the testimonv will relate. 
They are sworn to do this properly and to say nothin()' more.'' 
'' ( 5) The obtaining- by the jury of evidence of a;y other 
sort, out of court and without authority-either of the evi-
dence furnished by an unauthorized view of premises or of 
?ther objects in issue, or of circumstantial evidence-is also 
1~pr~per: The reason is partl~ that tile procedure of jury 
triaI 1s v10lated, party that the Juror thus becomes a witness 
having personal knowledge and should the ref ore take the 
stand as a witness. '' 
It .fn~t~er appears that the. Supreme Court of Appeals 
of V1rgmia has adopted the views of Wigmore, supra, as 
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evidenced bv its decision in Noell v. Co·mmonwealth, 135 Va. 
600, 612-13 .. and 614-15, 30 A. L. R. 1345, where the Court 
said: 
''"\Ve are aware that until the recent decision in Lorillard 
Co. v. ciay, 127 Va. 734, 104 S. E. 384, this court has in both 
civil and criminal cases adhered strictly to the theory that a 
view is not intended to supply evidence, but merely to enable 
the jury to apprehend it." (pp. 612-13) _,..,,,, 
"If, however, in the foregoing discussion we have not 
correctly interpreted the meaning of former decisions in this 
State, there can be no question as to where the court now 
stands upon the effect which may result from a view by the 
jury. In Lorillard v. Glay, supra, Judge Burks, in delivering 
the opinion, while holding that the lower court was right in 
refusing a motion to permit the jury to visit and -inspect the 
scene of the accident because the manifest purpose of the 
motion was to enable the jury 'to take further evidence upon 
a subject upon which there was a conflict of evidence,' never-
theless quoted with approval the following from 1 Greenleaf 
on Evidence ( 16 Ed. by Wigmore), pp. 333-4 : 'While, as 
already pointed out, autoptic preference is to be 
page 38 ~ distinguished from evidence both testimonial and 
circumstantial in the strict sense of the word, it is 
at any rate an additional source of belief or proof over and 
above the statements of witnesses and the circumstantial evi-
dence. Its sig·nificance in this respect has often been dis-
cussed by courts in ruling upon instructions as to the nature 
of jury views; and in spite of some opposing precedents the 
,qenerally accepted and the correct doctrine is that a view 
furnishes a distinctly additional source of proof, i.e. the tliing 
itself as antopticallJJ observed.' " (Italics added.) 
Plaintiff believes that the verdict of the jurv was contrary to 
the evidence, was contrary to law, and was contrary to the 
law and the evidence, and tbat it was based upon the errors 
of the Court in denying plaintiff the right of cross examina-
tion, in sustaining· objections to the admission of previous 
statements by defendant, in giving and in refusing the in-
structions aforesaid, in refusing to allow plaintiff to place 
an automobile at the point where she stopped her car at the 
intersection, and to the jury's unauthorized investigation 
and experiments beyond the scope of the Court's directive. 
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Wherefore plaintiff respectfully prays that the verdict of 
the jury be vacated and set aside and the Court grant her a 
new trial. 
JOHN '"\V. JACKSON 
Investment Building 
Arlington, Virginia. 
IRVING G. McCANN 
1025 Connecticut A venue, N. W. 
Washington 6, D. C. 
Counsel for Plaintiff. 
I certify that a copy of the foregoing Motion was mailed to 
James H. Simmonds, Esq., 1500 North Court House Road, 
Arlington, Virginia, and to Roy A. Swayze, Esq., Fairfax, 
Virginia, this 12th day of May, 1954. 
IRVING G. McCANN. 
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AFFIDAVIT. 
Irving G. l\foCann, being first duly sworn, on oath deposes 
and says that: 
He is a member of the bar of the District of Columbia and 
other jurisdictions, and was admitted on motion to the Circuit 
Court of Fairfax County, Virginia, to participate as of counsel 
for plaintiff in the trial of the above cause of action which 
terminated on April 23, 1954, with a verdict by the jury in 
favor of the defendant. 
During the forenoon of April 23, 1954, Judge Arthur W. 
Sinclair, presiding at said trial, directed the jury, on motion 
by defendant and with the consent of plaintiff, to proceed 
to and view the scene of the accident which occurred on Route 
236 about two miles from Fairfax, Virginia, and between 
Fairfax and Annandale, Virginia, on June 29, 1953, at about 
10 :55 p. m.; and the Court, without objection by plaintiff, 
directed the deputy clerk and a deputy sheriff to accompany 
said jurors to the scene of said accident; and the Court further 
expressed to counsel for plaintiff and defendant his desire 
to consider their proposed instructions while the jury was 
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absent. Therefore, neither the Court nor any of the lawyers 
were present at the scene of the accident when the jury made 
its inspection. 
Plaintiff by her counsel moved or requested the Court to 
}Jermit her to place a car at the intersection of the private road 
leading from Crest Chinchilla Farm into Route 236 
paO'e 40 ~ in the same position where she stopped her car 
0 
on the night of June 29, 1953, so as to establish for 
the benefit of the jury, during its inspection, the point at which 
she observed approaching traffic and from which she entered 
Route 236, but this motion was denied by the Court. An ex-
ception was taken and allowed. 
It was not until May 7, 1954, that your deponent, as counsel 
for plaintiff, ascertained tlie nature and extent of the exami-
nation made by the jury at the scene of the accident on the 
23rd of April, 1954. During the afternoon and evening of 
:Mav 7 and the morning of May 8, 1954, your deponent talked 
over the phone with the following jurors who served on said 
jury and inspected said premises, to-wit, "Wilbur A. Gersdorff, 
J.E. Woolhiser, Jolm L. Dale, and Nathan S. Glassman. To 
all of them he directed this question and reason therefor-
'' When you inspected the scene of the accident where did you 
go and what did you do? You will recall that the Judge and 
lawyers were not present and do not have any knowledge of 
the inspection which you made.'' 
On my assurance that I knew of no reason why they could 
not or should not give me this information or make affidavits 
with respect to where they went and what they did, Messrs. 
Gersdorff, Woolhiser, and Glassman gave me very full state-
ments or corroboration on these matters and Mr. Dale gave 
.Yome information before he expressed a desire to check with 
Judge Sinclair before saying any more. I told Mr. Dale I 
would also call Judge Sinclair, and did so, but he was in court 
and I did not have an opportunity to talk with him until the 
morning of May 8, 1954, when I learned where be lived and 
how to reach him by telephone. At that time Judge Sinclair 
told me to tell the jurors '' they do not have to answer any 
questions.'' This I did, and as a result of the Judge's state-
ment was not able to secure, as I had hoped, the sworn affida-
vits or statements of these jurors wllich had been promised 
to me and which I had arranged with Miss Frances Webb the 
court reporter at the trial, to take under oath in shorthand 
and thereafter transcribe for the signatures of these jurors 
so that their sworn statements might be attached to the fore: 
going motion and by reference made a part thereof. 
The foregoing explains the necessitv for your deponent to 
set forth on information and belief and to the best of his re-
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collection what these jurors told him as to where the jury 
went and what they did when directed by the Court 
pao·e 41 ~ to view the scene of the accident on April 23, 1954, 0 
was was in substance as follows: 
1. rrhe jury first went to the scene of the accident on Route 
236, with pictorial exhibits previously introduced in evidence 
before the Court .. The picture showing skid marks was 
examined by th~m. at the scene of the accident. 
2. The jury went'into, on, and down the private road leading 
from Route 236 to the dwelling and barn of the Crest Chin-
chilla :b..,arm where one of their number walked from the 
barn to the house, as testified to by the Candidos, and was 
clocked as to the time it took, which information was given to 
the other members of the jury. 
3. Then the jury walked up the private mad from the Crest 
Chinchilla Farm buildings toward the intersection of this road 
with Route 236 "looking for blind spots,'' and stopped ''in-
side the fence'' of the farm" at a blind spot" to check the time 
it took the automobiles coming down Phalzgraph Hill to reach 
the intersection. 
4. Then at the direction of the jury one of the officers of the 
court put his car at the point of intersection outside the fence 
and in a posit-ion pu,rportedlJJ establishing the tJlace where 
iJJ, rs. Hall testified she stopped her car before entering the 
intersection. Members of the jury viewed the approaching 
traffic, from. this car, in both directions and from this point 
a member or members of the jury timed or clocked a car 
eoming· down Phalzgraph Hill to the intersection and the 
time was announced to the other jurors. 
5. This officer's car (or car No. 1) with some members of 
the jury was then driven, from tbe point where it was as-
sumed Mrs. Hall had stopped, across the highway and east-
ward to the point of the collision; and observations were made 
by the jury as they proceeded from the intersection to the 
point of collision. 
6. The other officer's car ( or car No. 2) with other members 
of the jury, proceeded partially up Phalzgraph Hill and 
turning around came slowly toward the intersection of the 
private road and Route 236 to see what they could see, as car 
No. 1 proceeded from the position at which it was assumed 
Mrs. Hall's car had stopped and crossed the highway toward 
the point of collision. No effort was 11iade b·zJ the 
page 42 ~ jttry to simulate def end ant's speed as car No. 2 
came down Phalzgraph Hill and avproached the 
in,tersection. · 
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7. The jury is said to have abandoned tests which it started 
to make to see how long and how short a time it may have 
taken Mrs. Hall to reach the point of accident from the place 
where it was assumed she had stopped her car before entering 
the intersection-in other words, to secure evidence of their 
own making on the very issue on which the Court had pre-
viously sustained plaintiff's objection to testimony by de-
fendant's expert witness. 
Deponent respectfully invites the Court to call the afore-
said jurors as witnesses to check the accuracy of this affida- __ -·'"1 
vit. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand this 12th 
day of May, 1954. 
IRVING G. McCANN. 
Subscribed in my presence and sworn to before me this 12th 
day of May, 1954. 
R. N. EARMAN 
Notary Public. 
My commission expires 11-7-55. 
(Seal) 
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SIXTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF VIRGINIA 
Prince William County Fairfax County Alexandria City 
MANASSAS, VIRGINIA. 
James H. Simmonds, Esquire 
1500 N. Court House Road 
Arlington, Virginia 
Hoy A. Swayze, Esquire 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Irving G. McCann, Esquire 
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 
Washington 6. D. C. 
September 3, 1954. 
Re: Gladys C. Hall v. Theodore Vi. Kearns. 
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Gentlemen: 
This is to advise that it is my opinion that the verdict in the 
above styled action should be set aside and a new trial ordered 
pecause of the action of the jury taken at a view of the scene 
of the accident. 
I am constrained to· state that I doubt that the action on 
the part of the jury actually influenced the verdict and, with-
out the view, I would otherwise think that the verdict should 
stand. However, in attempting to simulate the position ·of 
cars and to make time checks at the scene of the accident the 
jury did things which the court would not have permitted if 
present and I have no way of stating with authority that these 
actions may not have had influence on the verdict. 
It is requested that an order be submitted setting aside 
the verdict and awarding a new trial for the reasons indi-
cated. 
Very truly yours, 
ARTHUR W. SINCLAIR. 
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ORDER SETTING ASIDE VERDICT AND AWARDING 
ANEW TRIAL. 
This matter came on to be heard upon the motion of the 
plaintiff to set aside the verdict and to grant a new trial in the 
above entitled cause, and upon consideration of the said 
motion and the affidavit filed in support thereof, and after 
argument by counsel for the parties, it is, by the Court, this 
10th day of September, 1954. 
ORDERED and AD.JUDGED, that the motion to vacate and 
set aside the verdict of the jury as to the defendant, Theodore 
W. Kearns, and to grant the plaintiff a new trial be, and the 
same is hereby granted, to which action of the Court the 
defendant, Theodore W. Kearns by Counsel excepted, on the 
grounds stated in the attached memorandum which is hereby 
ORDERED filed and made a part of the record . 
• • 
. ARTHUR W. SINCLAIR· 
Judge . 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 12. 
27 
The Court instructs tl1e jury tbat where1 as in this case, the 
-defendant relies upon ·the contdbutory negligence of Gladys C. 
Hall as a defense, the burden of proof rests upon the def end-
ant to show such negligence, unless it is disclosed by the 
~vidence of the plaintiff or may be fairly inferred from all 
the circumstances. 
A. 1V. S . 
.. • 
page 62} 
.. • • .. 
~IOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL 
Now comes the defendant, Theodore vV. Kearns, and moves 
that the verdict of the jury in favor of' the plaintiff in the 
amou~t of $12,500.00, returned on December 2, 1954, be set 
aside and that a new trial be granted on the following grounds: 
1. The Court erred in refusing· to · withdraw a juror and 
declare a new trial after Mrs. Vitale, daug·hter of the plaintiff, 
testified that she took her mother to ''Theodore Kearns' trial 
and again: the day when he was convicted,'' which testimony 
was inadmissible, i1iflamatorv> and prejudiced the jury 
~gainst the defendant. · 
2. In admitting in evidence testimony of Thomas H.· Johns-
ton, Jr., to the effect that at night when he was making cer-
tain tests on Route 236, his headlights picked up a car parked 
at the entrance to the Crest Chinchilla Farm. · The differences 
in conditions were too dissimilar to have any evidentiary value 
and such testimony was prejudicial to the defendant. 
3. In granting Instruction No. 13 which purported to tell 
the jury that the plaintiff was not required to use her best 
judgment when there iiere no elements of sudden emergency 
to justify such. instruction. · , ' 





. THOM.AS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va . 
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page 64 ~ 
• • • • • 
JUDGi\IENT FOR PLAINTIFF AND ORDER OVER-
RULING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR NE"W TRIAL. 
This cause came on for trial before tlie Court and the jury, 
to-wit: B. Lewis Bradley, Stephen Paull, tT oseph V. Birch, 
August R. Cotton, Richard vV. Anderson, John R. Deatherage 
and Darius Gaskin, on the 23rd day of November, and the 
2nd day of December, 1954, upon plaintiff's amended Motion 
for Judgment, the Grounds of Defense theI"eto of the def end-
ant Theodore "\V. Kearns, an infant, the Grounds of Defense 
of ~aid defendant by his duty appointed guardian ad litem.,. 
Rov A. Swayze, to said amended motion, and upon the testi-
mony and exhibits of the parties, the instructions of the 
Court, and the argument of the counsel for both sides; and 
The jury having· rendered its verdict upon the issues joined 
herein on December 2, 1954, in favor of the plaintiff and 
against the said defendant in the sum of Twelve Thousand 
Five Hundred ($12,500.00) Dollars and the jury, thereafter 
having been polled at the request of the defendant, and each 
said member thereof having individually affirmed said ver-
dict; and 
The defendant having moved for a new trial, as appears 
from his wiitten motion heretofore filed herein, and the said 
motion having been duly considered by the Court after argu-
ment in open Court thereon on December 17, 1954, by counsel 
for the parties. ·wherefore, it is 
AD.JUDGED AND ORDERED that defendant's motion for 
a new trial be, and the same hereby is, overruled and denied, 
to which action the defendant, by counsel, excepts upon the 
gTounds set forth in said motion; and it is, further 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the plain-
tiff, Gladys C. Hall, recover of and have judgment against 
the defendant, Theodore Vv. Keams, in the sum of Twelve 
Thousand Five Hundred ($12,500.00) Dollars with 
page 65 ~ interest at the rate of Six ( 6%) per annum fro~ the 
2nd day of December, 1954, together with her tax-
able costs in this behalf expended, to which action of the 
Court the defendant, by counsel, excepted. 
"\Vhereupon, the defendant, by counsel, having indicated his 
i~t~ntion to apJ?lY to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Vir-
gnua for a wnt of error to the aforesaid J·udo:ment and 
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ORDERED that the execution of this judgment be sus-
pended for a period of four months and thereafter until said 
Supreme Court of Appeals acts upon the petition for a writ 
of error, if the same is filed within said four months, pro-
vided, however, that this suspension shall not become effective 
~nless the defendant, or someone for him, shall enter into bond 
with a corporate surety qualified to do business in Virginia, 
in the sum of $15,000.00, conditioned as the law directs, within 
thirty days from the date of the entry of this judgment. 
Done in open Court this 7th day of January, 1955. 
• • 
page 72 ~ 
• • 
ARTHUR W. SINCLAIR 
Judge . 
• • 
Filed Mar. 4, 1955. 
THOMAS P. CHAPMAN, JR. 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Fairfax County, Va. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL AND ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL. 
Now comes the defendant, Theodore W. Kearns and hereby 
gives notice, pursuant to Rule 5 :1, §4 of tlie Supreme Court 
of Appeals of Virgfoia, that he will appeal the judgment 
entered herein against him on January 7, 1955, and apply to 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for a writ of error. 
ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS. 
Pursuant to said Rule 5 :1, §4 of the Supreme Court of Ap-
peals of Virginia, the defendant, Theodore W. Kearns, assigns 
the following errors of the trial court: 
1. The Court erred in entering its order of September 10 
1954, setting aside the verdict in favor of the defendant re: 
turned April 23, 1_954, and awarding a new trial. 
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2. In the ·second trial the Court erred in denying the def end-
ant's motion to withdraw a juror and declare a new trial 
after Mrs. Vitale, daughter of the plaintiff, testified that she 
took her mother to '' Theodore Kearns' trial and again the 
day when he was convicted,'' which testimony was inadmissi-
ble, infla11wtory; and prejudiced the jury against the defend-
ant. 
3. In the second trial, the Court erred in denying the de-
fendant's motion to strike all the evidence at the conclusion 
of the plaintiff's case. . 
page 73 ~ 4. In the second trial the Court erred in admitting 
in evidence over objection of the defendant the tes-
timony of Thomas H. Johnston, Jr. to the effect that at night 
when he was making certain tests on Route 236, his head-
lights picked up a car parked at the entrance to the Crest Chin-
chilla Farm, the difference in conditions being too dissimilar 
to have any evide~tiary value and such testimony was pre-
judicial to the defendant. · 
5. In the second trial, in granting Instruction No. 7, o.ver 
objection of the defendant. 
6. In the second trial, the Court erred in granting Instruc-
tion No. 8 over objection of the defendant. -
7. In the second trial, the Court enec1 in granting Instruc-




• • 9 • • 
page 76 ~ 
• • • • • 
STATEMENT OF FACTS AND INCIDENTS TO BE 
· MADE PART OF THE RECORD. 
1. On April 23, 1954, at the conclusion of the evidence and 
before the Jury was taken to the scene of the accident for a 
view, counsel ~or the Pl_ai~tiff, in Chambers,· requested the 
Court to permit the Plamtrff to place an automobile at the 
intersection of the private road and Route 236 in the same 
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diately prior to her entering Route 236 just before the colli-
~ion. The Court refused to allow the Plaintiff to do so. The 
record does not reflect the original request of counsel but does 
show the exception taken by Plaintiff's counsel to the Court's 
action in denying the motion, such exception being shown on 
Pages 203 and 204 of the stenographic transcript of the pro-
ceedings on April 22 and April 28, 1954. Pursuant to agree-
ment between Court and counsel for all parties, the Jury was 
taken to the scene of the accident bv one of the Deputy Clerks 
of the Court and a Deputy Sheriff during which time the Court 
and counsel for the parties remained in Chambers for the 
purpose of considering instructions. 
2. On May 8, 1954, Mr. Irving G. McCann, one of counsel 
for the Plaintiff, informed the Court that one of the Jurors, in 
a conversation with ]\fr. M:cCann conceming· the incidents of 
the view by the Jury of the scene of the accid.ent, had inquired 
whether he would be permitted to discuss the case with Mr. 
McCann. Mr. McCann so informed the Court, in order that 
he could in turn inform the Jurors whom he planned to see 
that day for the pm·pose of' obtaining statements from them. 
Thereupon, the Court informed Mr. McCann that he 
page 77 } should tell any of the ~Jurors whom he approached 
· that they did not have to answer any questions 
asked by him, and the Court further informed Mr. l\foCann 
that a Juror had called the Court and adYised that Mr. McCann 
had interrogated him concerning the conduct of the Jury upon 
ihe visit to the scene. 
3. In support of his motion to vacate and set aside the 
verdict of the Jury and for a new trial, Mr. McCann :filed an 
ailidavit on information and belief, alleging in substance that 
the Jury made unauthorized tests, measurements and demon-
strations when it viewed the scene of the accident and, in said 
nffidavit, requested that the Court call the aforesaid Jurors 
as witnesses to check the accuracy of the affidavit. 
4. Thereafter the Court, without notice to, knowledge or 
consent of counsel for the parties, or the- duly appointed 
guardian ad litem, interrogated the said Deputy Clerk and 
Deputy Sheriff who were in charge of the Jury when the view 
was made, such interrogation not being under oath, and found 
that the Jury had done the unauthorized things as alleged in 
the affidavit. Having so found, the Court issued its memoran-
dum opinion of September 3, 1954, and its order setting aside 
the verdict and awarding the Plaintiff a new trial. 
ARTHUR W. SINCLAIR 
Judge. 
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Officer Donald S. Hirst. 
March 4, 1955. 
I herebv certify this Statement of Facts and incidents to be 




Vol. I. page 16 t 
• 
EDvVARD E. YOUNG 
Deputy Clerk . 
• • • 
• • 
OFFICER DONALD S. HIRST 
was called as a witness by counsel for Plaintiff and, having 
been first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows~ . 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr. McCann: 
• • • 
Vol. I. page 23 ~ 
• • • • 
·Q. This picture is taken from what point, Officer Hirst, 
, and this picture I am ref erring to is Exhibit No. 7 7 
A. This picture, which was not taken in my presence, sir, 
from the looks of it it was taken right from the entrance to 
Crest Chinchilla Farm. 
Q. Have you sat in your car at the entrance of the Crest 
Chinchilla Farm where it intersects with Route 236 f 
A. I have, yes, sir. 
Q. Is there any blind spot at all which prevents you from 
seeing to the top of Pfalzgraf Hill when you are sitting at the 
intersection of the private road and of Route 2361 
A. Not sitting in the driveway, no, sir . 
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Officer Donald S. Hirst. 
Vol. I. page 25 ~ 
• • • • 
33 
Q. Officer Hirst, handing you Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 2, I 
will ask you to state what the skid marks were that you were 
standing between there? 
A. There are two sets of skid marks here. The one set 1 
approximately thirty-five paces long is Mr. Kearns' skid / 
marks. 
Q. How could you tell which they were? 
A. " 7here his front wheels were sitting after the accident 
and where his tires went sideways and drag·ged. 
Q. You mean those thirty-five paces were to the place where 
the collision-
Mr. Simmonds: That is not what he testified to. 
Q. I mean to ask you now, what were tl1e thirty-five paces 
to. the point of collision or the point of the car-
Mr. Simmonds: Mr. :M:cCann, he did not 
Vol. I. pag·e 26 ~ say. · 
The Court: He did not say thirty-five 
paces, but correct it if that is what he meant. 
Mr. McCann: I am sorry. I thought he said thirty-five 
paces. 
The Court: He did one time. Which was it? 
The Witness: Thirty-five paces. 
By Mr. l\foCann: 
Q. To what, to the point of impact or the point where the 
car rested? 
A. To the point of rest from the impact. 
Q. Did you find any skid marks from the point of impact 
to the point where Mr. Kearns' car :finally rested? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far was that? 
A. That was approximately twelve paces east. 
Q. East? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The point of that impact, was that on the right of the 
center of the lane heading· toward Annandale f 
. .A. Yes, sir. It was well to the right side of the road heading 
east. 
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Officer Donald 8. Hirst. 
Q. How far was the point of impact from the intersection 
of the private road to Route 236! Did you measure thaU 
A. You mean from Crest Chinchilla Farm? 
Q. The private road from Crest Chin-
Vol. I. pag·e 27 ~ chilla Farm 7 . 
A. Approximately twenty-five paces. 
Q. In other words, approximately seventy-five feet! 
A. Approximately. 
Q. Did you measure that diagonally across T 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Or did you measure that on the side of the road 7 
A. I walked back up to about the center of the driveway 
and paced it off down to where I placed the point of impact. 
Q. That, you say, was twenty-five paces or seventy-five 
feet? 
A. That is correct. 
• • • • • 
A. • • • Then I also talked to Mr. Kearns. 
Q. Did you ask him any questions? 
A. I did. 
Vol. I. page 28 ~ Q. What questions did you ask him? 
, A. Well, the general questions on an acci-
dent report as to speed. 
Q. Did you ask him about his speed¥ 
A,. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·what was his response? 
A. He stated approximately sixty miles an hour. 
Q. Did you state whether he sounded his horn? 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. Did you ask him whether he had his car under control! 
A. No, sir. 
·Q. Did you ask him any other questions, where he had been 
or where he was going to Y 
A. I do not recall that I did but I asked him what hap-
pened and he said probably he was in a blind spot. 
Mr. McCann: May it please the Court, I am not certain 
what was developed in respect to the testimony. I would 
like to ask one more quest10n about the blind spot because 
there was an interruption there and I am not sure whether 
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Officer Donald S. Hirst. 
Q. May I ask, did you testify that you had sat in your car 
in the intersection of the priv.ate road leading into Crest 
Chinchilla Farm as it intersects with Route 236 and looked in 
both directions f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Vol. I. page 29 r Q. Is there any obstruction to the righU 
A. No, sir. i: t 
0
:h!:~ any obstruction to the left? , ,, 
Q. Can you see to the top of Pfalzgraf Hill to the right Y 
A. You can. 
Q. Can you see for perhaps a quarter of a mile or half-
mile to the left on the .Annandale Road? 
.A.. I checked it yesterday in the cruiser; from the top of 
Pfalzgraf Hill to the intersection of that driveway is exactly 
four-tenths of a mile. 
Q .. You can see that far without any obstruction? 
A. Yes, sir, sitting in the driveway. 
Q. When you were sitting in the driveway, where was 
your front wheels of your car with respect to the pavement f 
A. I pulled out to approximately two feet of the edge of the 
road. My front bumper was approximately two feet from 
the edge of the road. 
Q. From there, you could see the top of Pfalzgraf Hill 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. McCann: Cross examine. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Simmonds: 
Q. Mr. Hirst, do I understand your testimony that a person 
who is coming out of the Crest Chinchilla 
Vol. I. page 30 ~ Farm and coming to a stop two feet before 
entering Route 236 had a clear and unob-
structed view to the west or to his right for four~tenths of a 
mile! 
A. That is correct . 
• • • • • ;· .. i ~ 
Vol. I. page 90 } 
• • • • • 
'· 
•i--., .... _ • 
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GLADYS C. HALL 
was called as a witness in her own behalf and, having .been 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. McCann: 
Vol. I. pag~ 92 ~ Q. Mrs. Hall, would yon describe to tlie 
jury what you did on the evening of June 
29, 1953? 
A. I had worked all day and came Iiome and bad my dinner, 
and around 8 :00 o'clock or 8 :30 I got in the car and drove out 
to Centreville, Virginia, and picked up a pair of Chinchillas 
there. I brought them back to the Crest Chinchilla Farm. I 
took them in. vVe talked business and looked at the animals 
and generally went over the animals that were there, and 
around 10:30, I presume, sometime between that and 11 :00 
o'clock, I started home. 
I went out and g·ot in the car and backed up and then I pulled 
up to the end of their lane. I stopped. This is the entrance 
to Route 236. I stopped. I looked to the left, which was 
toward Annandale, and there were no cars coming at all, and 
I looked toward Fairfax, which was to the rig·ht, and I saw the 
lights of one car approaching. It was coming down the fa.r 
hill, wllich is known, I believe, as the Pfalzgraph Hill. It was 
at such a far distance that I thought it was absolutely safe to 
pull out into the highway, which I did. 
I pulled across to my own lane ancl proceeded on my way 
home. I had gone approximately 75 or 80 feet when there 
was a terrific impact from the back. I lost consciousness . 
• • 
Vol. I. page 93 r 
• • 
Officer Hirst went on up the hill. 
Soon he came back with three boys. Theodore Kearns 
said that he was driving the car. The officer asked to see our 
driver's licenses and asked me how the accident happened 
and I told him. ' 
Then he turned to Theodore and asked him how fast he was 
/ 
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Gladys C. Hall. 
going and how old he was. Theodore stated 
Vol. I. page 94 ~ he was 18 years old and he was going 60 
or so. 
• • • • 
Vol. I. page 115 ~ 
• • • • • 
Q. I hand you Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 7 and ask you to 
describe that exhibit to the jury. 
A. This picture was taken fro~ the intersection, from the 
driveway where I stopped and toward Fairfax. This is the 
scene, the view to the west. 
·Q. Can you tell the jury just how close to the paved high-
way of 236, the front of your car was when you stopped it 
that night? 
A. Yes, sir. It was approximately two feet from the bum-
per, I would say, to the pavement. 
. Q. Was there any obstruction to the west, looking toward 
Fairfax, that prevented you from seeing any cars coming 
down Pfalzgraph Hill? 
A.. Absolutely none. 
Q. Can you indicate on that picture approximately where 
you saw the headlights of a car coming down that hill Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would you mind marking it with a cross? 
Mr. Simmonds: Wait a minute. Before 
Vol. I. page 116 ~ she marks it, let her indicate first, please. 
A. I would say approximately it would be right here. 
It is a little hard to tell. 
The Court : Just put an '' X'' there. 
Q. Mrs. Hall, is that the place where the car was at the 
time that you were stopped and before you entered into the 
inter~ection and crossed over on the rig·ht-hand side y 
A. That is the spot the car was when I stopped and saw 
it and turned, yes, sir. 
Q. Mrs. Hall, would you say that that particular spot was 
the spot at which ].\fr. Kearns' car was, or would you say 
there was a car with lights there? Which do you say? 
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A. There was only one car with lights on on the road tha~ 
I saw. 
Q. That is the car you saw, the spot where that car was f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it was there at the time you turned into the high-
way to Route 2361 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mrs. Hall, ·do you know whether there was anything to 
obstruct your vision from where you were parked at the 
intersection of the private road leading into the Crest Chin-
chilla Farm and at the intersection with 236, whether there 
was anything to obstruct your vision insofar as seeing any 
cars on the road coming down from Pfalz-
Vol. I. page 117 ~ gTaph Hill¥ · 
A. No, sir. There was nothing at all to 
obstruct my view. 
• 
Vol. I. page 121 ~ 
• • • • 
Q. Mrs. Hall, I have just a question or two more to ask 
you. I wish that you would look at Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 7 
and pointing .out to you the mark which you indicated as the 
place approximately where you saw a car with lights on as 
vou stood at the intersection of the nrivate road and Route 
236 on the night of June 29, have you'"had occasion since then 
to come down that road at that point and all the way up to the 
lane and to observe whether or not from the point where the 
cross is all the way to the point of the lane a car standing 
at the intersection of Route 236 and the lane is visible at all 
times? 
A. Yes, sir. The car was visible at all spots. 
Q. And you have had occasion to come down there and to 
observe, and you know that a car standing there would be 
visible at all times 1 
A. Yes, sir, definitely . 
• • • • • 
I 
I 
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CROSS EXAMINATION . 
• • • • • 
Vol. I. page 122 } 
• 
Q. That car that you saw was, as you pointed out on Ex-
hibit No. 7 as being well up Pfalzgraph Ifill, is that correct! 
A. I would say about halfway. 
Q. I believe you also testified that you could see entire 
road from that point up to the point where you were sitting? 
A. That is right, yes, sir. 
Q. And at no time would you lose the visibility by sitting 
theref 
Vol. I. page 123} A. That is right. 
Q. You say you did observe the car 
coming? 
· A. I did, yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know how long a time you observed it, in seconds 
or fractions of seconds¥ 
A. No. I did not time it. 
Q. Did you see it in any appreciable distance? 
A. I drove out to the end of the lane and looked and then 
I saw how far away it was and without any fear or hesitancy 
I pulled out. 
Q. I am not talking about the fear or hesitancy. I am 
trying to get at the time you actually observed the car. Did 
you observe it for any period of time as much as a second? 
A. I just looked at it and went on. 
Q. Did you ever look back again after you once looked at the. 
car and then decided to go on ? Did you ever look around 
to observe the progress of the car? 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. You could have done so? 
A. If I thought it necessary, yes, sir, but it was far enough 
awav that I did not. Q: You did not think it was necessary and that is the reason 
you did not look back ag·ain 1 
A. That is right, because it was so far away that it was 
not necessary. 
Vol. I. page 124 r Q. At that time, had you traveled on 
Route 236 often? 
.A. Oh, yes, yes, sir. 
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Q. You knew that was a 55-mile highway through there, 
did you notY 
A. That is right, yes, sir. 
Q. You knew that you would be apt to expect cars coming 
down that highway at a fast rate of speed t 
A. I was aware of that, sir. 
Q. You did not observe this car long enough to determine 
its speed, did you 1 
A. I believe I had the right to assume that it was traveling 
at a legal rate of speed. 
Q. You base your going into the highway on the assumption 
that he would be going at a slow enough. speed for you to 
get out? 
A. I would not say that ; at a legal rate of speed, because 
the car was at approximately two-tenths of a mile away. 
Q. How do you figure that out? 
A. From the point on the hill where I saw the car. 
Q. Did you make any measurements! 
A. Later, yes, sir. 
Q. How far was it from the top of Pfalzgraph Hill to the 
lane of the Chinchilla Farm! 
A. About four-tenths of a mile. 
Q. I believe you testified and pointed out 
Vol. I. page 125 ~ on this Exhibit No. 7 that the car was 
about halfway up that hill? 
A. Approximately. 
Q. So then it would be more than two-tenths of a mile, 
would it not Y 
A. I do not think so. 
Q. After you observed the car and you started into the 
highway, did you stop again or did your car stop? 
A. No, sir. I pulled right out over to my side of the high-
way. 
Q. You went directly out into the road after looking and 
seeing the cart 
A. That is right. 
Q. You then went directly across the road t 
A. And proceeded on my way. 
Q. And at the time that you had arrived at the point desig-
nated by the officer, the other car had come up put its brakes 
on and hit the back of your car, is that corre~t t 
A. You mean the point of impact? 
Q. Yes, ma'am. 
A. That is where I was hit, yes, sir. 
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Q. Did you observe any cars coming from the west as you 
drove down the Chinchilla Farm lane to Route 236 before 
you got to it? 
A. Before I got to the intersection 7 
Q. Yes. 
A. I did not look for any. There is a 
Vol. I. page 126 ~ fence there. You could not see it if you 
did look. 
Q. So you did not look until you got to the edge of the road 
and at that time you did see a car comingY 
A. That is right. 
• • • • • 
N" ol. I. page 161 ~ 
• • • • • 
THEODORE W. KEARNS 
was called as a witness in his own behalf and, having been 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
t 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Simmonds: 
• • • • 
Vol. I. page 162 ~ 
• • • • • 
Q. After you left Fairfax, will you tell what occurred in 
the vicinity of the Crest Chinchilla? 
A. Well, I was going to-I looked at my speedometer just 
as I crossed over Pfalzgraph Hill and it liad 50 miles an hour 
on it. I went on down the hill. I could have picked up some 
speed, more than likely I did, and as I came up over the 
Crest Chinchi11a Farm there, about 75 feet away, when I first 
noticed this car pulling out in the middle of the road. She 
seemed to be already in the middle of the road. She was 
about halfway over the white line. 
Q. What direction was she headed when you first saw her T 
A. Toward Annandale. 
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Q. I mean, with respect to the middle line of the highway, 
how was her car f 
Vol. I. page 163 ~ A. She was sitting· catercorner across 
the road, sort of like this. 
Q. You say she was going toward Annandale? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you do upon seeing that car 7 
A. I seen I could not go around her either way so I slammed 
on my brakes real fast. 
Q. Did your brakes apply before you struck her! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you tell whether or not your lights were burning 
when you were driving that night? 
A. Yes, sir, they were. 
Q. "\Vere they burning· from the time you left Fairfax until 
the accident happened 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. After the accident, did you have a conversation with the 
officer or did he ask you some questions? 
A. He asked me how fast I was going. 
Q. What did you say? 
A. I told him 55 or a little over. 
Q. I believe you stated the last time you looked at your 
speedometer, you were at the top of Pfalzgraph Hill? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you accelerate the car at all? 
A. No, sir. I just kept my foot on the 
Vol. I. page 164 ~ accelerator. I did not push it down. 
Q. The statement you made to the officer 
was that your estimate of your speed, then 7 
A. 55 or a little over, that is what I told him. 
Q. vVhat happened to your car after the impact? 
A. I slid off to the rig·ht, off the road. My rear end went 
off the road My front end stayed on, just from the front 
wheels on. That would stay on the road. That much was 
left on the road. 
Q. Did you at any time prior to your reaching the top of 
the hill see any lights of a car coming out of the lane from the 
Crest Chinchilla Farm¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. vVhen you first observed the car, what was the first thing 
you saw of the car 7 
A. Well, I saw the right side of it. 
Q. The rig·ht side of the car was the first thing you saw f 
A. That is the first thing I saw. 
' \ 
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Q.. Did you ever see the front lights of the car f 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Simmonds: That is all 
CROSS EX.A.l\HN.ATipN . 
• • 
Vol. I. page 175 } 
• • 
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By Mr. McCann: 
Q. I want to ask you when you came up over the road and 
at the time that you struck Mrs. Hall's car, did you have your 
car under control? 
Mr. Simmonds: If your Honor please, I think that is a 
conclusion of law which the jury-I mean, a conclusion which 
the jury is supposed to arrive a.t. 
Mr. ]\foCann: It is a question of fact, your Honor. 
The Court : I think it is a question of fact, and I think it 
is· a question of fact for the jury to determine from the evi-
dence. 
Mr. McCann: I think it is a question of fact that we have 
to ask the witness how fast he was going, whether he had the 
car under control, just as we have the right to ask him whether 
he was exceeding the speed limit. 
The Court: You certainly have a right to ask him how he 
was operating that car, and then I think as to whether or not 
he had it under proper control becomes a conclusion. 
If you want to ask him any other particulars about- his 
manner of operating the car, you may do so. 
Bv Mr. McCann: 
··Q. How were you operating the car? 
A. To the best of my ability. 
Q. Did you have it under controH 
:Vol. I. page 176 } The Court: Objection sustained. 
Mr. Jackson: If your Honor please, ! 
certainly think that is proper cross examination. If we want 
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to ask this witness his conclusion, we are at his mercy; what-
ever he says, we are asking for it, and if we want to take that 
chance, it seems to me it is certainly proper cross examination. 
If he can say how fast he was going-of course, that is a 
matter of conclusion, too. 
Mr. Simmonds: Do you propose to be bound by the answer 
he givesY 
J\fr. Jackson: Of course not. I think it goes to the question 
of credibility for the reason Mr. Simmonds has pointed out. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
Mr. Jackson: May we have an exception, if your Honor 
please! 
• • • • 
Vol. I. page 179} 
• • 
'' Q. And you did not have time when yon saw her to go to 
the left and around her car because of the speed at which you 
were -operating!" 
By Mr. McCann: 
Q. You can answer that yes or no, 
Mr. Simmonds: I do not know whether he can or not .. 
A. Let me think. Her car was halfway on one side of the 
road and halfway on the other. I was below the hill. Had I 
went on the left-;hand side and had an accident, l would have 
been in the fault had a car been coming that way. So I took 
a chance on stopping rather thall' have an accident on the 
left-hand side of the road. · 
Q.. Can you answer the question, though, whether or not you 
did not have the opportunity to go around her on the left t 
A. No. 
Q. And is it not a fact you could not go around her on the 
left because you were going too fast and could not take a 
chancef 
Vol. I. page 180 ~ Mr.. Simmonds: I object. He has 
answered the question, if your Honor 
please. 
The Court: Objection sustained . 
• • • • 
/ 
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Vol. I. page 183 } 
• • • • • 
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Q. I am going to ask you whether or not on Page 64 of 
your deposition you were asked the following questions by 
me, "What caused the accident-" 
Mr. Simmonds: If your Honor please, I object to this ques-/;;,:.;'\\,.}. 
tion. The question before the jury here is to determine what ,:ij 
caused the accident. We were having a pretrial deposition ·! 
and the Court did not have an opportunity to rule on that, 
but that is the purpose of having the jury here, to determine 
what caused the accident. 
The Court: The objection is sustained. 
Mr. McCann: I want to note an exception, your Honor, to 
the Court's refusal to permit the answer to what caused the 
accident. 
The Court: All right., sir . 
• • • • 
Vol. I. page 184 } . _._..,>..,,\,_ ... •• ' 
• • • • • 
The next question that I asked was, ''What was her negli-
gence?'' on Page 64, to which Mr. Simmonds objected and be 
answered it, and he did not answer it as appears here. Mr. 
Simmonds, I think you will agree with me there was the word 
"not" in front of "yielding," is that not correct? 
Mr. Simmonds: Yes, sir. 
Mr. McCann: Do you object to my asking that question Y 
Mr. Simmonds: I am not going to, by permititn~ that, 
open it up to ask the other questions, so I will say for the 
same reason that that should not be answered. 
The Court: Suppose we do this, Mr. McCann, in the interest 
of time. How many questions on Page 64 and the following 
pages do you propose to ask Y 
Mr. McCann: I was going to ask the question on the second 
line of 65, "What was your negligence," which Mr. Simmonds 
objected to, and which he answered. 
The Court: All right. 
Mr. McCann: And I am offering the answer. 
The Court: All right. Are there any others Y 
I 
// 
• ' I ., . .:_~ -!~/j 
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Mr. Simmonds : You are sustaining my objection? 
The Court: ¥ es. Do you have any 
Vol. I. page 185 ~ other questions and answers at that 
poiuU 
Mr. McCann: I am trying to find it, your Honor. I know 
of no others on that page. 
May it please the Court, those are all of my questions on 
that, and I trust your Honor is allowing an exception to me. 
on these rulings 1 
The Court : Yes. 
Mr. :McCann : Thank you. That is all . 
• • • • • 
Vol. I. page 199 ~ 
• • 
( The jury retired from the courtroom.) 
The Court: This is on Page 64 of the pretrial depositions, 
and the question was, "What caused the accident?" That 
was the one which the Court disallowed. The answer was, 
"Negligence on both parties," then the next question followed, 
'' What was her negligence?'' and the answer was-and I 
think this has been stipulated to, '' Not yielding the right-of-
way." 
Mr. McCann: That is right. 
The Court: Those two questions and answers were offered 
and objected to. 
On Page 65 of the record, Mr. McCann sought to question, 
"v\That was your negligence?" and the objection was sus-
tained. The Defendant's ans,ver was, ''Not having wings.'' 
They are the ones that I disallowed. 
Mr. McCann: And counsel objects to the Court's rulings on 
the ground formerly stated to the Court, and the Court over-
ruled counsel and exception is allowed. Is that all rig·ht? 
The Court: Yes, sir. It is understood 
'N" ol. I. page 200 ~ those answers given in the deposition were 
not allowed to be put to the jury . 
• • • • • 
Vol. I. page 203 ~ 
• • • • • 
\ 
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Mr. l\foCann: Judge, Mr. Jackson feels very strongly that 
t.he car should be placed as it was the night of the accident 
while the jury views the scene. ·would you object to giving 
us an exception on it not being there'? 
The Court: No, sir. 
Vol. I. page 204 } Mr. McCann: We move that the simu-
lation be that the car stand with its front 
bumper two feet from the juncture of the private road from 
Crest Chinchilla ]farm with Route 236 when the jury views 
the scene of the accident, to let them see that there is no 
blind spot that did prevent the Defendant from seeing the 
Plaintiff's car on the night of June 291 1953-
The Court: All right, sir. 
Mr. McCann: Two feet being two feet from the hardtop 
part of Route 236. 
Mr. Simmonds: Do you want my objection in there? vVe 
object to such a procedure as it does not actually simulate 
the conditions which existed on the night of the accident. 
The accident occurred at nighttime, which would make a great 
difference in the visibility of a car as one approached from 
Pfalzgraph Hill, and also the exact location, anyway, at which 
the car was stopped could not be accurately portrayed, what 
might have been the angle of Mrs. Hall's car on that night. 
The Court: Let the record show that the objection was 
sustained and the jury was sent to the scene of the accident 
in custody of the Deputy Sheriff, and that counsel for Plain-
tiff notes their exception to the ruling of the. Court. 
Mr. Jackson: If your Honor please, we also move that at 
the scene Mrs. Hall, the Plaintiff, be permitted to place her 
car exactly as it was that evening for the purpose of the 
jury's viewing it as they approach down 
Vol. I. page 205 } Pfalzgraph I-Iill, so it will be a properly 
simulated scene. 
Mr. Simmonds: Objection to that. 
The Court: Objection sustained . 
• • • • 
Vol. I. page 210 } 
• • • 
• 
• 
''PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION NO. 5. 
"The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that plaintiff Gladys C. Hall was 
Vol. I. page 211 } injured by reason of the negligence of the 
defendant Theodore W. Kearns, and that 
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said negligence was the immediate or proximate cause· of 
plaintiff's injuries, the verdict should be for the plaintiff." 
The Court: Would you have any objection to the insertion 
in there somewhere of a phrase "without negligence on the 
part of the Plaintiff"! 
Mr. J·ackson: In view of what your Honor has done in 
rnling on No. 14 and No. 15,, what your Honor suggests is 
naturally consistent with the law of the case at this time. In 
view of our feeling that No. 14 and No. 15 should go in, we 
would have to except to it, because it does not cove1· last clear 
chance, but only for that reason. 
The Court: Let us assume for the sake of argument that 
we are agreed that there is no theory of last clear chance in 
this case and it is solely a question of negligence ~nd contribu-
tory neg·ligence under that assumption. 
Mr. Jackson: We would have to agree with yonr Honor,. 
but if you are going to do that, we would want our exception .. 
The Court : I will grant you you would have to except be-
cause of your exception on No. 14 and No. 15. 
Mr. Jackson: All right. 
The Court: What about, "that such negligence was the 
immediate and proximate cause of said 
Vol. I. page 212 } injuries" 1 Mr. Simmonds, what about 
thaU 
Mr. Simmonds: '' And find that the Plaintiff was not guilty 
of contributory and concurring negligence''-
1\lr. Jackson: Would you be willing to add,. "which con-
tributory or concurring negligence has to be a proximate 
cause of the accident in order to be a defense'' Y 
The Court: If it contributes to the accident, that is all. 
Mr. Simmonds: I think that the instruction I offer which 
defines contributory negligence brings in that the negligence 
must be an efficient cause .. 
The Court : I am going to grant No. 5 with that insertion 
after the word ''injuries,." "and you find that the plaintiff 
was not guilty of concurring or contributory negligence, the 
verdict should be for the Plaintiff.,,. Your exception will be 
noted to the amendment. 
• • • • • 
Vol. I. page 221 ~ 
• • • • • 
\ 
\ 
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"The Court instructs the jury that even though the plaintiff 
may have been guilty of negligence which contributed to the 
accident and injuries by putting herself in a position of peril, 
yet if thereafter the defendant Theodore ·w. Kearns, seeing 
the position in which plaintiff was, had an opportunity, by 
the exercise of reasonable care and prudence, to save plaintiff 
from the consequences of her negligence, it was the defend-
ant's duty to do so, and if he failed to do so, and was the im-
mediate proximate cause of the injury to the plaintiff, plain-. 
tiff Gladys C. Hall may still recover by 
Vol. I. page 222 ~ reason of what is called the last clear 
chance doctrine. '' 
·PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION NO. 15. 
''The Court instructs the jury that even if you believe from 
the evidence that Mrs. Hall was guilty of some negligence, 
yet if you further believe from the evidence that Theodore 
Kearns by the exercise of reasonable care should have seen 
the Hall automobile, and thereafter by the exercise of reason-
able care could have avoided the collision, and yet failed to 
do so, then you should find for the Plaintiff and assess her 
damages for he~ injuries.'' 
The Court: Do you have any objection to the last clear 
chance instruction? 
Mr. Simmonds: Yes, sir. We object on the ground that 
there is no evidence in this case to support a finding of last 
clear chance. There is no evidence whatsoever that from the 
time that the position of the Plaintiff on the highway was 
or could have been discovered, that he had an opportunity to 
stop or to change his direction, and even if it be assumed, as 
Mr. McCann is trying to imply, that he could have gone to the 
left, it created a more hazardous situation than if he did ex-
actly what he did, and, of course, he was faced with a sudden 
emergency and whether he chose the exact and right choice is 
not imposed on him. 
Also, the evidence here would be that t~e negligence of 
the Plaintiff and, of course, this assumeH 
,Vol. I. page 223 ~ negligence of the Plaintiff to have such an 
instruction, concurred and continued to the 
moment of the impact. 
Mr. Jackson: If your Honor please, the jury might :find 
that Mrs. Hall did what she should not have done, perhaps. 
However, there is an enormous amount of testimony which 
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woultl leave room for very firm argument by us that he c.ould 
and should have seen her two-tenths of a mile or over two-
tenths of a mile from the point of impact, and let us assume 
she should not have gone into his path, he must have been 
going a hundred and twenty-five miles an hour if he could 
not negotiate a situation which he should have seen two-tenths 
of a mile away, so, if your Honor please, not having been 
there and not being a mind reader or anything, I think this 
·was a very reasonable instruction, or No. 15, or one or both 
of them or any combination of two of them. 
Of course, the argument is going to be she was careless, 
but we are going to say he should have seen her for at least 
two-tenths of a mile. 
Mr. Simmonds: That also leaves out the fact he had a 
right to expect she would not enter the highway without yield-
ing the rig·ht-of-way to him. 
The Court: I am going to refuse both of the instructions 
and you may have your exception. My idea of the matter is 
what Mr. Simmonds last touched on. I do not think there 
is sufficient evidence in thif., case to present 
Vol. I. page 224 ~ to the jury a question of last clear chance, 
for this reason. 
Last clear chance presupposes negligence on the part of the 
Plaintiff, and thereafter an opportunity on the part of the 
Defendant to avoid the accident. If you take the Plaintiff's 
case as she has testified, when she stopped and thereafter, I 
think we can say immediately upon stopping pulled out of 
this lane, she saw the Defendant two-tenths of a mile away, 
and while we do not have anv element of time involved in this 
rase in the evidence so fm: as seconds, but while she was 
covering· a distance of 75 feet down the highway and what-
ever distance she may have gone across the highway to make 
that turn, which may be 15 or 20 feet, at most she would have 
been going some 90 to 95 feet while the Defendant, from 
her own testimony, was going approximately 1100 feet. He 
had to be traveling at least ten times faster than she did and 
as I say, while we do not have any evidence of her speed we 
do have some evidence of his speed. ' 
From her evidence, it would appear to me that he would 
have to be going considerably in excess of 100 miles an hour 
or around 100 iniles an hour to have hit her. If she was 
two-tenths of a mile away from him when she pulled out 
either there should not have been a collision or he was travel~ 
ing at an enormous rate of speed. 
Mr. tT ackson: Or was_ ~ot- looking where he was going. 
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. The Court : On the other hand, if she 
Vol. I. page 225 ~ was guilty of any negligence, then what 
did her neglig·ence consist of? It con-
Risted of entering the highway at the time when she could not 
reasonably do so with safety. 
My primary reason for refusing the instructions is just 
because of a lack of evidence to support them. I have re-
fused 14 and 15 and noted your exceptions. 
Mr. Jackson: May I state our Court of Appeals autho-
1·ity for No. 15 for the record f 
'fr_~~ J~~:~~: srJ:f:j1t v. Reber, 187 Va. 157, in support of ~ 
Instruction No. 15, and possibly of No. 14. 
The Court : All right. 
• • • • 
''DEFENDANTS' INSTRUCTION B. 
''You are instructed that it was the duty of the Plaintiff, 
before entering State Highway 236 from the lane, to use 
reasonable care to look out for approaching traffic on said 
Route 236. The duty of lookout requires 
Vol. I. page 226 ~ not only the duty to look, but also the duty 
to take such reasonably prudent action as 
would be required by what a proper lookout would reveal. If 
vou find from the evidence that the Plaintiff failed in such 
duty and that such failure was the sole or a contributing cause 
of the collision, you must return a verdict for the Def end-
ant." i 
Mr. Jackson: Our objection to that is that it does not allow 
for last clear chance in this case. In the perimeter of your 
Honor's ruling heretofore, I feel it is probably proper. 
The Court: I am going to grant the instruction. You can 
note your exception, Mr. Jackson, on the ground it is erroneous 
because the Court did not allow your instruction on last clear 
chance. 
Mr. Jackson: That is what I had in mind. Thank you. 
''DEFENDANTS' INSTRUCTION C. 
"You are instructed that it was the duty of the Plaintiff, 
immediately before entering State Highway Route 236 from 
the lane, to stop; and upon entering such highway to yield the 
right of way to all vehicles approaching on such public high-
_way. If you find from the evidence that the Plaintiff failed 
to stop, or failed to yield the right of way to the Defendant's 
car upon entering Route 236, and that such failure was the 
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sole or a contributing cause of the colli-
Vol. I. page 227 ~ sion, then she eannot recover, and you must 
return a verdict for the Defendant.'' 
Mr. Simmonds: It should be, "entering State Hig·hway No .. 
236 from the left,'' instead of ''lane.'' 
Mr .. ,T ackson: I think that is a rehash of Instruction B,. and 
I object to it on that ground. . 
Mr. ~IcCann: This instruction is based on the assumption 
of the Plaintiff's knowledge that she did not know he was 
there. 
The Court: I am going to grant that. You can note your 
exception to that, if you care to. 
Mr. Jackson: May I make just one more comment on that f 
Down there where it says, if you find from the evidence that 
the Plaintiff failed to stop or failed to yield, it just seems: 
to me that some connotation that she by reason of her failure 
to keep a p1·oper lookout or whatnot,. just the mere fact that 
she did not yield it does not mean that it was her fault. 
Mr. McCanu : The evidence is she did stop. 
Mr. Jackson : May I suggest this, '' If you find :from the 
evidence that the Plaintiff by reason of her failure to use due 
care failed to yield," and so forth-
The Court: What about this? "If you find from the evi-
dence that the Plaintiff entered State Highway No. 236 at a 
time when she knew or shonld have known 
Vol I. page 2'28 ~ that such movement could not be made 
with safety, and that her action in so 
doing was the sole or contributing cause of the collision-'" it 
looks like to me that covers it. 
1\fr. rJ ackson: It sounds reasonable to me. 
The Court: This will read in the second sentence, "If you 
find from the evidence that the Plaintiff"-then insert 
"enter(ld State Highway Route No. 236 at a time when she 
knew, or in the exercise of ordinary care, should have known, 
. that such movement could not have been made with safety"-
Mr. Jackson : Exception on C. 
Mr. Simmonds : I except to the refusal to grant Instruction 
C as offered on the ground that it correctly states the law 
of this case. 
''DEFENDANTS' INSTRUCTION D. 
''Yon are instructed that a person cannot recover for in-
juries caused wholly or in part by his or her own fault. There-
fore, if you find from the evidence that the Plaintiff was 
guilty of some negligence which efficiently contributed in 
causing· the collision she cannot recover. You cannot weigh 
/ 
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or balance the degree of the negligence of the two drivers. 
If the Plaintiff was guilty of any negligence efficiently contri-
buting to the collision she cannot recover regardless of the 
degree of negligence, if any, on the pa.rt of the Defendant. If 
the collision was caused by the concurring negligence of both 
drivers, the Plaintiff cannot recover.'' 
Vol. I. page 229 ~ Mr. Jackson : Same exception on the 
ground of failure to encompass last clear 
chance instructions previously submitted. 
The Court: Granted . 
• • • • • 
Vol. I. page 231 ~ 
• • • • • 
Mr. ,Jackson: I have looked at this again and I would liko 
to read off for that No. 12 again, if your Honor please. 
l\fr. Simmonds: If your Honor please, it seems to me that 
that disregards certain Statutory duties that .are put upon 
:Mrs. Hall, and sort of puts it on a basis of general ordinary 
care of a person coming· to an intersection rather than one 
who has the burden upon them to use care to see that the 
right-of-way is not violated. 
The Court: I am going to refuse this instruction for one 
particular reason,· and that is that I 
Vol. I. page 232 ~ thought we were throug·h with the instruc-
tions and I am not going to entertain any 
more instructions because I think we have sufficient in the 
record. 
Mr. McCann: I am not trying to_ change your Honor's 
ruling. May I invite your Honor's attention to a right-of-way 
rulinp; which I think mig-ht be very helpful if you would care 
to give this particular one. May I show it to your Honor? 
The Court: No. I think we have enough to give to the 
jury. 
Mr. :McCann: May I have an exception in the record to the 
two rulings just made Y 
The Court: All right. 
• • • • • 
Vol. II. page 7 ~ 
• • • • • I ' 
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Mr. Jackson: Is there anything else, Mr. McCann? ·. 
Mr. McCann: Only this, your Honor, and I do not know 
whether you would want to mention this or me to mention it, 
In the voir dire examination, I would like to have the Court 
file to see the names of the former jurors just to ascertain 
whether any of the present panel are acquainted with any of 
those men, and I thought perhaps the Court might want to 
advise the jury that this is the second trial of the issues here 
so that I would not be going overboard in saying, "Are any 
of you neighbors of the following men t'' They may have 
discussed the case. 
Mr. Simmonds: I think the Judge asks the question whether 
they discussed the case. 
The Court: And then we find out under 
Vol. II. page 8 ~ under whst circumstances. 
Mr. McCann: The only thing I bad in 
mind was, your examination was in the nature of a general 
examination and mine was supposed to be of a particular 
character. 
I had no desire to go into that, but I thoug·bt it might be 
wise for you to say, '' This is the second trial and I am par-
ticularly interested to know whether you have discussed it 
with any of the former jurors.'' 
If you do it, I will not have to do it. I am trying to antici-
pate the possibility without your knowledge or without my 
knowledge these men might be neighbors of some of those jurors. 
Mr. Simmonds: Let us suppose we get a panel and you ask 
them if they knew the outcome of the other trial. Are you 
going to ask, if they knew the outcome of the former trial, 
are you going to file a new motion? 
Mr. McCann: No, indeed. 
The Court: I have never had occasion to advise the jury 
that this is the second trial. It may come out in the evidence. 
Mr. Jackson: Do you think it will come out somehow or 
other, possibly on cross examination 1 
Mr. Simmonds: In the impeachment of a witness it might 
come out. 
l\lr. 1\foCann: May it please the Court, I will make no 
reference to it and I wanted to have some 
Vol. II. page 9 ~ understanding with respect to that because 
I know that your examination will be 
''Have you discussed this matter with anyone· do you kno~ 
anything about iU" ' 
. The Court: That would certainly include any former 
Juror or anyone else. 
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Donald S. Hirst. 
l\fr. McCann: That is the only thought that I had in mind 
would be wise to discuss primarily. 
Mr. Jackson: I would like to mention if the former trial 
is mentioned, certainly it is to the advantage of neither the 
Plaintiff nor the Defendants. 
The Court: That thing occurs fairly frequently in trials. 
By the same token, in any number of your criminal cases 
which originate, of course, in the Trial Justice Court, the 
question will come up, '' In a previous hearing, did you not 
testify so-and-so.'' 
Mr. Jackson: At a previous hearing on such-and-such a 
date, without calling it a previous triaL 
The Court: There is no reason for the jury to know why 
they are trying it. 
Mr. Jackson : Oh, no. 
• • • .. • 
Vol. II. page 11} 
• • • • 
DONALD S. HIRST 
was called as a witness by counsel for Plaintiff and, having 
been first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. McCann: 
• • • • 
Vol. II. page 19 } 
• • • • 
Q .. Did you measure the Kearns skid marks? 
A. I did. 
Q. How many steps did the Kearns skid marks show? 
A. 35 ,paces up to the point of impact. 
Q. What happened then at the point of impact, if you can 
tell the jury? 
A. According to the skid marks, he skidded around in the 
road and skidded 12 more paces on to where he-
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Gladys C. Hall. 
Q. Did he skid a bit sideways after he hit the carr. 
A. After the point of impact, he went sideways~ 
Q. And then skidded how far Y 
A. 12 paces. 
Q. 12 paces more Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. So that the total of his skid marks in a forward direction 
was 35 paces to the point of impact and 12 paces after the 
point of impact, is that correct! 
Vol. II. page 20 ~ A. That is correct . 
• •· • 
Vol. II. page 26 ~ Q. Did you ask l\fr. Kearns. what his 
speed was at the time of the accident! 
A. I did. 
Q. In the presence of otheraY 
A. Yes,, sir. 
Q. \Vhat did he say Y 
A. At that time he stated he was driving approximately 00 
miles an hour., 
• • • •· 
Vol. II. page 66 ~ 
• fl 
GLADYS C. HALL 
was called as a witness in her own behalf and, having "been 
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. McCann: 
• • • • 
Vol. II. page 69 ~ 
• .. • • 
• • • and approximately the same time Officer Hirst drove 
up. He asked me if there was anyone else 
Vol. II. page 70 ~ in the car and I said, "No, sir," and he 
said, ''You mean to tell me you are walk-
ing and you were driving that car f '' 
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I said, "Yes, sir.'' So he instructed the Candidos to take 
me across the road to his cruiser and wait there for him, which 
they did, and he went on up the hill. 
He came back in just a very few minutes with the three 
boys, Theodore Kearns and the two boys that were with him. 
He asked to see our driver's license and asked us what hap-
pened. 
He turned to me first. I showed him my driver's license. 
He asked how long I had been driving·. 
Q. What did you tell him? 
A. I told him somewhere between 30 and 35 years, and he 
asked how the accident happened and I told him. 
Then he turned to Theodore, asked him how old he was and 
how fast he was going. He said, "I am 18 years old and I 
was going 60 or so.'' 
Then he wrote out a ticket for Mr. Kearns. 
Q. What did Theodore say about his age? 
A. He said he was 18. 
Q. Did he say anything about when he got his driver's 
license? Did he show his driver's license? 
A. Yes. He showed his driver's license, and as I remember, 
he said he had had it since April . 
• • • • • 
Vol. II. page 138 ~ 
• • • • • 
SUE HALL VITALE 
was called as a witness by counsel for Plaintiff and, having 
been :first duly sworn, was examined and testified as fol-
lows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. McCann: 
.. Q. Will yon please state your name and where you residef 
A. Sue Hall Vitale. I live at 2127 South 26th Street in 
Arlington. 
Vol. II. page 139 ~ Q. Are yon married? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where are you employed 7 
A. At the Bureau of Social Science Research of Maryland 
University. 
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Q. How long have you been employed there, Mrs. vitale? 
A. Four years. · 
Q. Vl ere you employed there on June 29, 1953 T 
A. Yes. Q. Do you recall that evening! 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. "\Vill you tell us what you did that evening on receiving 
.word about your mother's being in an accident Y 
A. lVIy husband and I had been visiting friends. I am 
rather upset. I do not know why. 
·when we arrived home-
Mr. :M:cCann: May it please the Court, may I suggest we 
adjourn and call her when we return in the next session! 
The Court: Mrs. Vitale, will it help if you step out of the 
courtroom a few minutes f 
The ·witness: I think so. 
The Court: Suppose we try that. You gentlemen recess 
just a moment. 
( A short recess was taken.) 
Mr. McCann: -wm you read the question and answer 7 
Vol. II. page 140 ~ (The pending question and answer 
were read.) 
The ·witness: ·when we arrived home rather late, as I 
got out of the car I heard the telephone ringing, so I ran up 
the steps and grabbed it, and it was Mr. Candido of the Crest 
·Chinchilla Farm, telling· us that Mother had been in an acci-
dent. 
So we drove out to Centreville. He gave us instructions how 
to get there. We had never been there, and when we arrived 
_.there was an officer's car that was parked in the driveway, 
so we could not pull in, so I jumped out of the car and ran 
up the driveway and found Mother sitting in the front seat of 
their car, and when she saw me she started sobbing· and 
grabbed hold of me and I could see that she was so upset, so 
I thought the best thing would be to get her home. 
Bv Mr. McCann: 
· Q. You got her home that night, and did you take her to 
the hospital Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
. r 
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Q. After the hospital, did you go home and stay with her 
·for several days thereafter? 
A .. Yes. Q. ·what did you do in connection with taking care of her 
during· those davs 1 
A. She could· not do anything for herself.. She could not 
cook for herself, because she could not 
Vol. II. page 141 }- lift anything·. · . 
Q. Did you prepare the meals? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you take care of the house t 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you stay away from your workt 
A. Yes. Q. Tell us anything else you did for your mother during 
that period .. 
A.. She could not get dressed by herself. She could not 
move her arms enough to get in and out of her clothes. 
Q. ·wm you state what observations you made with re-
spect to her inability to-did you see her get out of bed at any 
time! 
A. I had to assist her to get out of bed many times. 
Q. How long did you stay with your mother after the period 
of the accident? 
.A ... My husband and I both stayed with her until the 10th 
of July. 
Q. Then did you come back and assist her after that at 
anv time? 
.A.. Yes. vVe went and stayed in our own apartment after 
that, but I would come in the evening and cook for her and 
take care of the house. 
Q. Did you also furnish your car and service for her? 
A. Yes. ·we took her to the hospital. 
Vol. II. page 142 ~ ·well, we took her to the doctor and ran 
her errands for her and bought groceries 
for her, and we drove her out here to Fairfax to Theodore 
Kearns' trial and again the day when he was convicted. 
Mr. Simmonds: Now, if your Honor please-
Mr. McCann: I did not know that was coming in. 
Mr. ,Jackson: That was wholly irresponsive. 
The Witness: I am sorry. 
Mr. Jackson : We ask your Honor to instruct the jury-
The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, this last answer the 
witness made was wholly uncalled for and I will ask you 
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to strike from your· minds any thought concerning any state-
ment she made. We are here today in this trial solely for 
the purpose of determining whether or not there is any liabi-
lity on the part of this Defendant, Theodore Kearns, civilly., 
for the damag·es which this Plaintiff alleges she has sustained 
as a resnlt of this accident .. 
Mr. McCann.: . If it please the Court, we had no idea-· 
The Court : Let us go ahead. 
Mr. McCann: That is all. No further questions.. Cross 
examine .. 
CROSS EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Simmonds: 
Q. You say you stayed at the house until J uiy 10f 
A. That is right. 
' Q. You stayed off work during tha:t 
Vol. II. page 143 } period, or not Y 
A. Not all during that period, no. 
Q. How many days did you stay ofH 
A. I stayed off, I believe, the day after the trial and several 
partial days. 
Q. One day afte1· the trial and several partial days f 
A. Yes. 
Q .. How much was it that your mother gave you for your 
services and using the automobile? 
A. Mother reimbursed me for the trips I made for her in 
the automobile, for taking care of her personal business, for 
keeping-
Q. I say, how much was itY 
A. The total amount! 
Q. Yes. 
A. I believe it was $94 and some cents. I do not recall the 
exact amount. 
Mr. Simmonds : That is al!. 
Mr. McCann : No further questions. 
Mr. Simmonds: I did not ask that this be admitted in evi-
dence when Mrs. Hall was on the stand. I wonder if I may 
now have it admitted in evidence, the document she made Y 
Mr. McCann: I see no reason why it should not be. I have 
no objection. 
The Court: Defendant's Exhibit No. 1. 
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Vol. II. page 144 r ( Said document was received in evi-
dence and marked "Defendant's Exhibit 
No. 1.") 
Mr. Simmonds: Before you adjourn court, I would like 
to make a motion out of the presence of the jury, please . 
• • • • • 
Vol. II. page 146 ~ Mr. Simmonds: Your Honor, I would 
like at this time for you to withdraw a 
juror and declare a mistrial on the ground that the response 
given by the witness, Mrs. Vitale, was inflammatory and pre-
judicial to the Defendant. 
The issue before the Court here is the negligence-or one 
of the issues, at least, and the principal one, is the negligence 
of Theodore Kearns, and her statement that she attended 
his trial when he was convicted has definitely put in the minds 
of tbe jury the fact that he was found g11ilty by a tribunal, 
and while I appreciate your Honor's statement to the jury, 
we know that it cannot remove that impression from their 
minds, so they can go into the jury room knowing that there 
has been a conviction of the Defendant arising out of the 
very accident being tried. 
Mr. Swayze: I might add that it is not true that he was 
convicted and, furthermore, there have been references in this 
case to a previous occasion when this was tried. 
The jury might easily conclude that reference is to the 
other trial, with the inflammatory statement made under the 
circumstances under which it was made. 
The Court: I am going to deny your motion at this time, 
nnd over the week-end, if I get an opportunity, I am going to 
read some cases to see what the Court of Appeals may have 
had to say from time to time. 
Mr. Simmonds: In the event vour 
Vol. II. page 147 ~ Honor does not change his mind, ( will 
make the exception now . 
• • • • • 
Vol. II. page 153 ~ 
• • • • 
Mr. Simmonds: If Your Honor please, I do not know 
whether you came to any other conclusion about the motion 
that we made, but I would like at this time to renew the motion 
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on the g-rounds before stated, and I sincerely say that I think 
the statement by the young lady was 
Vol. II. page 154 ~ highly infla~matory and I do not believe 
it can be erased from the minds of .the 
ju;rhe Court: I am going to deny the 'motion and let it go to 
the jury. 
: · Mr. Simmonds : Exception, please. 
• 
Vot II. page 156 ~ (A short recess was taken.) 
. The Court: · What did you ·find' out! 
: Mr. Simmonds: I will make the stat~ment, if Mr. Jackso11 
agrees. · . : '. . . 
· Mr .• Jackson: All right; certainly. · , 
' Mr. Simmonds: Mr. Swayze, Mr. McCann, Mr. Jackson an4 
myself just talked fo Judge Fitpg-erald and showed him the 
J)hotostatic copy of the warrant and asked him what his recol~ 
Jection was.. · 
He said that the boy was originally charged with reckless 
driving·, he entered a plea of not guilty,. and after hearing 
t.he evidence, without any chang·e in the plea, he found him 
guilty of speeding·, and that the notation in his handwriting a~ 
lo the plea of not guilty -and $15 and costs was his handwrit-:-
.ing·, that the' writing· in the certificate to' which his name is 
,signed was written by the clerk who was in the room, and 
that he was going to correct·the original warrant. . 
Mr .• Jackson: That is correct, so we are not offering that 
evidence. . 
' Mr. Simmonds: Your Honor, I assume your ruling· is still 
'the same on· the motion, for the mistrial? 
The Court: Yes, sir. 
Mr. Simmonds: Exception. 
(The hearing was resumed in the presence of the jury.) 
Vol. II. page 157 ~ Thereupon 
FOSTER EUGENE HALL 
was called as a witness by counsel for Plaintiff and havin~ 
been first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows~ 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
)3y Mr.~McCann: 
r.:, • • • • • 
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Vol. II. page 171 } 
• • • • 
, Q. I believe it was your daughter who testified here last 
week during the trial, was it not t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·what is her husband's occupation 7 
..A.. He is a student at the Washington Law School. 
Q. "\Vas he a student when this accident occurred7 
A.- Yes, sir. 
Q. What is your ag·e, Mr. HalU 
A. 53. 
• • • 






was called as a witness in his own behalf and, having been first 
duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
Vol. II. page 195 } DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr.· Simmonds: 
• • • •· • ! 
y ol. II. page 196 } 
• • e ii • 
Q. Do you recall making any stateme~t 
Vol. II. page 197 } to the officer about your speed after the 
accident? 
A. Yes, sir, I recall making a statement to the officer. 
Q. What did you tell htm Y 
A. I told him 55 or a little better . 
• • • • • 
-Vol. II. page 215 } 
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Q. In your previous testimony, is it not a fact that you 
stated that the last time you looked at your speedometer was 
as you topped Pfalzgraph Hill at 50 miles an hourt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did yon not testify at the previous hearing that you 
kept your foot on the accelerator all the way down the hill f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know how fast your car was accelerating coming 
all the way down -I~f alzgraph Hill! 
A. No, sir.. · 
Q. Do you know whethel' you were 
Vol. II.. page 216 } moving 75 or 80 miles an hour when 
you reached the bottom of the hill? 
A .. I-
Q. I asked you, do you know whether yon were making 
that! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You may have been making 80 miles an hour, 70 miles an 
hour, 75 miles an hour? You do not know what you were 
making, do you Y 
A. No, sir. 
. Q. Is it not a fact that in your previous testimony you 
stated when yon came up the rise toward the Crest Chinchilla 
private road you may have pressed down on the accelerator!' 
A .. Yes, sir .. 
Q. So as a matter of fact, the speed which you were making 
at the bottom of the hill, you may have kept up until the point 
that yon saw Mrs. Hall's car, is that not true! 
A. Yes, sir, approximately. 
Q .. Do you not think that it was trueY 
A. That is hard to say. Yon do lose speed coming up the 
WL . 
• • • • • 
Yol. II. page 219 ~ 
.. • • • 
: r RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
;.~1i<Mr. Siwwonds: 
· · ,,.. ·: :YQ .. Jti:$t :it: few questions. You were asked whether or not 
· your v,iijion was obscured by the hill as you were going up. 
,Did·~.c;\\lJ.:~ean that your vision beyond the hill was obscured on 






.lr-) ,.•. ,·.·.· ... :.::::·:··:· 
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A. Yes, sir. 
65 
Q. I believe you were asked the question, did you know 
how fast you were going when you got to the bottom of the 
hill. Could you tell us, based on your experience in driving 
cars,. whether you think you were going 70 or 80 miles an 
hourf;:,. 
Vol. !_I. page 220 ~ Mr. McCann: May it please the Court, 
I object to that as he has stated he has 
no idea how fast he was going. . 
Mr. Simmonds : You asked him if he knew how fast he 
was gomg. 
The Court: Objection overruled. 
Mr. McCann: Exception. 
A. Well, I do not think I would hardly pick up over ten 
miles an hour, at the most. 
Q. That was at the bottom of the hill, you are talking about 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. After that, you went up the Crest Chinchilla Hill, is 
that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
• • • • • 
Vol. II. page 242 ~ 
• • • • 
Mr. Simmonds: That concludes our case, Your Honor. 
We would now like to have the jury view the scene of the 
accident. 
Mr. Jackson: If Your Honor please, are you about to rule 
on the motion? 
(The Court and counsel retired to Chambers.) 
The Court: You have a motion that the jury view the 
scene of the accident at this time, is that correcU 
Mr. Simmonds: Yes, sir. 
Mr. Jackson: We object, if Your Honor please, except 
under the limitations that it be done at nighttime and thiit 
Mrs. Hall be permitted to place her car just exactly as she 
~laims it was placed, and that the view merely be restricted 
to the jury driving· down the road and coming ba~, with 
Court and counsel being present. 
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The defense has made quite a point of whether these obser-
vations were made in the daytime or nighttime. vVe certainly 
would object to the jury viewing it in any other circumstances 
than the ones I have just suggested. 
Vol. II. page 243 ~ In fact, I do not think it is necessary to 
let them look at all. It is looking for 
trouble, rather dangerous, a lot of .people out there at night, 
and I think they have got the facts from all the witnesses. 
Mr. Simmonds: If Your Honor please, let me say first 
we have no objections to the conditions being simulated as 
Mr. ·t.l ackson requests or insists upon, and we are perfectly 
willing to have the view taken in that manner. 
However, if Your Honor feels that is not practicable, we 
ask that the view be made to ascertain the location, oi·, rather, 
to view the physical location of the ·place where the accident 
happened where such physical features of the road are visible 
to them, and it has been the uniform practice, so f~r ~s I kn~w, 
to permit juries to view the scene of the accident. · 
I do not think it would be proper to· put her car there in 
the afternoon to make the observations.· I do not think any 
car should }Je t]:iere or any t~sts should be made.-
. The Court: :r;am going to grant the motion for a·view and 
simply going to have the jury down there and let them see 
the scene of this accident and let it go at that. 
Mr. McCann: 1\fay it please the· Court, we would like to 
insist tlmt the· examination be at night and that there be 
tests made with a car coming down Pfalzgraph Hill at night 
t.o see W'hether it could see the lig·bts of a car there. We think 
that is absolutely, essential. 
Vol. II. page 244 ~ Mr. Jackson: .. With Mrs. Hall's car 
placed properly. 
-'l~he Court: I will have to deny the motion. I cannot hold 
this jury. 
· lfr. l ackson: · May I say one more thing? We ha~e·pictu~es 
in this case which the Defendant is perfectly S'atisfied with 
because he has had months to produce bis pictures and has not 
produced any, and I do think the'-situation is clear and unless 
W:~ have a night view I do n9t think the righ.t.s of the Plaintiff 
~·.e properly protected. · · · ·· .-
We take. an exception, if ¥our. Honor piea.se·. . 
Th~. J.fourt.: All right. . . · . 
· . -~~fJ,~.iick~?n : Tf Your Hon?r please, ~he·re iyill be no poi~t~ 
-' aIDµg~@:t;Lt ,h1:··,l!illybody clown there .or nothmg said? . . -: · 
</if'u);;Ni:i!.t :N~o~:tig wtlnie ,sai~; , Ju~;."driVe ~~t and 
1hl.JJ~f· tWo pointing out of anythin_g? 
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The Court : I am supposed to let them get out at the scene 
and look. 
Mr. Jackson : Can they point things out to each other while 
they are there or are they not to talk while they are there t 
The Court: I will just tell them to look at it. 
(The jury was instructed to view the scene of the accident.) 
0 0 0 0 0 
A Copy-Teste: 
H. G. TURNER, Clerk. 
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